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All Salaries Pub-lished? 
Faculty and Students React 
By ·sue Cohen and Tom Threlkeld Community pay-wise, the 
faculty or admin1stratiQJ1 
member, the professor asserts. 
has a better idea of where he 
stands 'and can present a better. 
fairer picture of his net worth at 
contract time. 
Faculty Opposition 
A quick poll of faculty 
members found 
less-than-unammous approval of 
the proposal. Art professor 
Robert Richenburg and French 
instructor Jane Ogden expressed 
similar defenses of 
'· 
On Tuesday mght, the Ithaca 
College Faculty Council in 
"strongest possible terms"· 
passed a resolution requesting 
the college administration to 
make known faculty and 
administration salaries. The 
resolution, tendered by Paul 
McBride, Assistant Professor of 
History, asked that the salaries 
of all faculty and administrative 
personnel with any relevant 
information deemed 
appropriate, be made avaifable 
to the College community. 
"When it comes time to be 
compensated for services to the 
College, you're in a vacuum," he 
said, "It is simply essential for 
equitable payment of the faculty 
at J.C. that the faculty not be 
forced to bargain in the dark 
with the admimstrat1on." 
confidentiality. Richenburg ie 
Dean Baker 
_; Pa~lcaged Programs Soon 
By Andy Friedman smaller units with no specified 
time limjt. "A package of two 
·The educational process at week's work might be equivalent 
:1 Ithaca College, at ·least in the to a half a credit. But- it's 
..j School of "Humanities and possible the student may only 
f.! Sciences;--·wm be undergoing spend two days on one of the 
~l major changes in the next few packages,· or four weeks on ten 
'.1 years. Students may be ·ofthem!" 
attending lectures by . opening The, problem of large lecture 
envelopes · or -'watehing their halls was discussed, and Dean 
;·, professor's l~ctures by turning Baker ·sees packaged learning 
='·! on the televisio~ set in the dorm. superior to overcrowded class 
) These changes,_amol!_g others,:rooms. He suggested that· 
·-~ will come about as a result of "instead of a lecture that' l 00 
more serious critical evaluation people go to 40 times per year," 
of IC on the part of students and the student should be given a list 
their parents. · of reading to cover for ·the 
-Ted Baker, ·:Dean of the course. He should also be given a 
Sch.ool, explained that the list of questions that former 
people paying the bills will be students have raised about the 
forced to determine whether or readings and the answers to 
not · what the College offers those questions. The phone 
academically is worth the money number - of the teaching 
it 'is charging. assistants should be listed too, so 
1 . "The normal experience for if one had trouble with the 
, IC s!.._udents is to · be in a assignments, he could call the 
·-:l classroom with thirty or assistants for help. . 
J thi!ty-five students, and much.of The Dean estimated an 
·t the time, a faculty member is investment of $30,000 -would 
~ providing information. The get television~ learning under 
. .i; student ~ai:i receive this way: This would involve taping a 
:[ information in other fashions," professor's lecture. The student 
;~ the Dean stated, listing audio would call · the Instructional 
·'] cassettes, lecture tapes, notes ·or Resources Center and request 
,., viewing a film as alternatives. the film of that lecture. The 
J 
:J 
- Enveloped Classes Center would pipe it .. into 
Channel 6, and one could attend 
class in the t.v. lounge of his or 
her dorm. 
, Mr. Baker is cognizant of 
~-~_:; students' desires to sample a 
j large variety of courses, and the 
• fact that they are constrained by J ha_ving to take courses for a . 
semester, or a fixed period of 
·; time. He envisions a system 
where courses are packaged into 
Other Views 
Dr. Delanney, a professor of 
Biology, sees learning as a 
process that students do more to 
themselves than a faculty 
continued on page seven 
McBride feels that by keeping 
the wages secret, the employee is 
losing a bargaining weapon when 
contract negotiating begins. By 
knowing where -he stands in 
relation to the remainder of the 
Professor McBride noted that 
the majority of those opposed to 
the resolution were well-paid. He 
is relatively certain there 1s 
Justification for their salanes. 
and if there is, he feels there 1s 
no reason not to know what 
they are getting. If there isn't, 
Mieczk~wski. Monday 
The Case of the College·versus 
Professor · Boydan Mieczkowski 
will commence this Monday, 
-December 10th, 1973. The 
hearing will take place on the IC 
campus, probably in the Board 
room at Job Hall, according to 
Eileen Dickinson, the Executive 
Assistant to the President. 
The hearing will tiegin at 
10:00 a~m., after reportedly 
hurdling many controversial 
obstacles, such as the 
constitution of the Hearing 
Committee itself. As reported 
one month ago, the Committee 
consists of five members, in 
accordance with the guidelines 
established in the College 
Faculty handbook. The five are: 
George Hildebrand, 9 n 
economics professor from 
Cornell who will chair the 
Committee, Frank Darrow, lthca 
College's Provost, Ernest Warren 
from the_ Cotttell Law School, 
George Driscoll, a former AA UP 
chapter· president and E.W. 
Terwilliger, Professor of English 
at IC. -
Some faculty members feel 
the case is a sensitive one,..J!.nd 
have often refused to talk about 
it; Perhaps the reason is that the 
case involves "totally untried 
procedures" at IC, according to 
Ms. Dickinson. 
Professor Mieczkowski was 
dismissed from Ithaca College 
early last spring. He .contested 
the dismissal because he had not 
been served with a letter of 
warning beforehand, as 
described in the Faculty 
Handbook. He took it to d1stnct 
court and the judge ruled that 
the College had, in fact, acted in 
agreement with the outlined 
procedures in the Handbook. 
The College felt Professor 
Mieczkowski's behavior was 
serious enough to warrant the 
letter of dismissal without the 
letter of warning. 
- Professor Mieczkowski 1s 
contesting not only his own 
dismissal but the regulations and 
procedures concerning tenure 
and the dismissal of faculty 
members. These procedure,: arc 
·presently under rev1s1on. 
The Ithacan sent a letler to 
President Phillips requesting that 
they be allowed to have a 
representative at the hearing. 
President Phillips has not 
responded to date, and 
continued on page six 
History Prof Splits, Leav.es W (lrning Behind 
B p se~ms to stand, forem_ost in his in for a lot of t~ouble, mo~tly K11 t'n two ways. 
Y eter Korn mmd, and one that mvolves a from an economic standpomt. The first and most basii; 
Dr. Hugh Hammett, Assistant subject which he·appears to have Any Ithaca Colleg~ ~tudent can transformation will be in the 
Professor of History:, will be - done a great deal of thinking attest to that fact; with rising stat us of the Liberal Arts 
leaving Ithaca College next about. _ tuition and steadily increasing program. "Any student that goes 
semester to take.on th_e job of Dr._ Hammet sees a challeng_~ enrollment here. Dr. Hammett to RIT .will be preparing, in the 
Chairman of the~Department.of for himself _at RIT, a challenge· goes one step ·further to course'of his education for his 
History and Politics_a·t Ro_chester tp.at is in~erent in the _RIT emphasize the seriousness of the specific occupation." ' 
'Institute .. of . Technology. He _,academic situation itself:. ·"I situation. "-If Ithaca College is While eliminating the Liberal 
offered three primary reasons . believe the people at RIT. have_ ~ere ten years from now, it will· Arts program, the "RIT PLAN" 
for bis departure. The ..first was : though~ -a great deal abou_t the probably be a miracle. 1; for one, would promote a liberal arts 
t~e :increased salary."and prestige .-~hap~ of what_ hi~er educatio~ · beli_eve that Ithaca College will education for everybody as a 
lie' "'.ill enjoy at -RIT. -Another _- is go!ng_to _be like m th1;°future. , -be. here. lthaca College will su-pplement to vocational 
was the·opportunity·for-his wife, ;_ As i;>r.- Hammet. sees it; 1thaca probably survive · because training. No majors will be 
called it a matter whu:h "~hould 
remain a private matter 11.9! a 
public one". while Ogden 
cla11ned "1t 's my hu~incss and I 
don't want it published." 
"I knew this wa~ gomg to 
come up," said Jacquelyne 
Clinton, an Assistant l11story 
Professor. "l think salary 1s a 
confidential matter and 11 
(disclosure) could cau~c 
fnct10n." 
: JtL<;t the Opposite 
But Assistant Professor of 
l;hysil:JI Educat10n Herbert 
Broadwell fell that friction is 
just what woulil be relieved by 
revealing the figures. "Keeping 
all of tl11s secretive makes us\ 
more paranoid about each other. 
Openness, though long overdue, 
is better than closed," he stated, 
at· the same time he expressed 
the opinion thal then: is 
substantial faculty sentunent for 
union1zat1on which would 
require openness. "Personally, I 
would be more than happy to 
keep my salary open, and am a 
little suspicwus of those who 
don't." 
Some faculty members 
however were not sure d1sclosmg 
the salaries would ~erve any 
purpose. Malcolm Lewi~ 111 the 
music department has"no 
objection" to the resolul1on but 
1s, for one, not "pos1t1ve if 11 ·~ 
wise". I-It: says that he 1s 
"certainly, not. one who has 
anything lo hide by his ~alary", 
but secs no need tor the puhhc 
to know what the salaries arc .. _ 
Mr!>. Ogden's l-.ngl1~h 
continued on paJ[c· eiJ[htec•11 
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.,.uncl th• nation 
Washington .... John Love, President Nixon's evergy 
"czar" resigned Monday following a shake-up in 
the policy-making of the Energy Agency. Love, 
the former governor of Colorado, said he was 
stepping down from both of his positions, those of 
energy policy director and assistant to the 
President. It has been reported that Love favored 
gas rationing, a view opposite that of President 
Nixon. 
William Simon, Deputy Treasury Secretary, has 
been appointed by Nixon to, replace Love as chief 
energy advisor. Simon will head the newly created 
Federal Energy Administration, and also remain in 
hi~ present job m ·the Treasury Department. He 
,aid that he will decide hy the end of this month 
whether or not to hegm gas rationing. 
Washington .. ,For the first time since World War II 
the Senate ha, approved a bill that would put the 
nation on year-round daylight Sl,!Vings time. The 
proposal passed hy the Senate differs from that 
pa,sed hy the House last week in that it would 
take effect sooner. J3oth call for the change to be 
in effect for two year,. The emergericy legislation 
I\ an etfort to deal with the growing energy crisis. 
There will be a full Congress conference next week 
to reconcile the difference,. 
Washington ... On Tuesday, the House of 
Repre:,entat1ves voted to require every state to 
reduce 11·, highway speed limit to 55 
miles-per-hour. ·1 hat limit v.ould he the same for 
cars. busc,, and trucks. Th(! 55 mph limit 1s five 
mph higher than President Nixon called for in his 
energy :;peech of' Novembl'r '25. Under the law, 
thi, restriction would he binding until June 30, 
I '175. 
Washington .. .'! he Ph11l1ps Petroleum Company 
became the seventh corporallon to plead guilty to 
ma'king illegal contributions to Nixon's re-election 
campaign ·1uesday. Phillips gave $100,000 to the 
campaign in early I '17':.. The corporation was fined 
":>5.000. the maximum fine allowed. and its lormer 
hoard chairman. Wilham Keeler. was fined $1.000 
Keekr 1, presently retJTed. 
1'11e Senate Watergate Com1111tke received the 
one thow,and $ I 00 hills that Howard Hughes gave 
to Charle, .. lkhc" Rchcno for Nixon's re-election 
campaign. l'lic hilh were _photocopied and 
rct urned lo Hughes lawyer. C'he,kr Davis. 
Ju,tice Department olfic1als have said that they 
will shortly turn over lo a Federal judge a White 
House tape. and other documents showing a 
po,,1hle con11ect1on to administration aid to the. 
11111k industry and thl' industry's campaign 
contnhutmn,. 
New York . .John Cappellctt1. of Penn. State. has 
been awardl'd the lle1s111an ·1 rophy for l'J73. The 
award 1s given lo the "outstandmg intercollegiate 
football. playl'r 111 the United States." Cappelletti 
wa, ;1 big w111ner 111 the balloting in which John 
llid,s. Ohio State·, offensive guard.and Roosevelt 
Leak,. running hack from Texa, were second and 
lhml respec11vt:ly Cappelletti iwined over 1.500 
yard, rush111g this year for the Nittany Lions. 
around the worlcl 
Sde Bokl'r, lsrael...Dav1d Ben-Gurion. tlie first 
l're1111cr ol Israel died ,·arly SundJy 111orn111g after 
a long illn,·s, Ben-Cunon. X7: ,ufferL·d from a 
cerebral hcmorhage. Be11-(;ur1011 led Israel when 
the ,·ounlry fought f'nr their independence 111 
1'14X. lh, lkath tollow, the J11111versary of Israels' 
2'.'lh year as a free ,late. and 11,· renewed war with 
the· l'gypt1a11,. 
lkn-(;urion wa, huned 011 ruc,day 1n J s1mpk 
wrvicc• By lus rcque,t. t hl'Te wa, 110 eulogy. !\s he 
w.1, hun,·d tour guard, with 111ach111c· gun, ,tood 
on guard 101 !\rah ,nlp,•r, 
Middk East .. I ht· pcJ,·e talks ht'tw,·en !\rah and 
ls1 ael ncgot wt or, ,ch,·dukd for later t hi, monrh 
arc 111 ,crious 1,·opardy. Th,· !\rahs have said that 
they will boycott the t:ilks unlcs, Israeli forces 
vac·at,· p,1rt, of Sue? City. Israeli off1c1ab 111 turn 
lww ,lated that uni,·,, all of their pnsont·r, of war 
are rcturnetl they will not attt·nd the conft'rence. 
Mcanwh1k, rt'newcd f1ghtlllg has hl't'n reported by 
both ,ides, It 1, expt'ckd that J furthd 
cont111uation of heJvy f1ght111g 1, not too LJT away 
In the United StJtt·,. the House Appropnations 
Commlltl't' approved a bill that would give 5.8 
1111111011 dollars 111 tore1gn aHJ to lsrad. The money 
would be u11h1.ed to replace arms Israel lost 111 !ht' 
war. 
Athens ... The U111ted Statl'S has Tt'~umed lull 
d1plomat1c relations with Greece for tht· first time 
since tht' Greek government was overthrown two 
weeks ago. U.S. Ambassador Henry J. Tasca has 
had meetings with his Greek officials throughout the 
past few days. These meetings came following 
assurances by the new Greek government that that 
country would remain in the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, 
Paul Stern 
- . . , 
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:student Composition-s Presented :;·F·rid?Y 
By Karen Sperling 
Walter Ford Hall will house a 
performance of new creations by 
student composers attending 
It ha ca College, on Friday, 
December 7, 1973. The six 
students, who are studying 
under Karel Husa, view the 
program as ranging from the 
experimental to the 
conservative. One student is a 
novice composer while the other 
students are veterans at writing 
and having their works 
performed. 
Two of the music makers are 
graduate students, Harry 
Lockwood and Bruce Yurko. 
Mr. Lockwood ·did his 
undergraduate· work · at the 
Eastman School of Music. He 
has been composing for eleven 
years now, and to be unveiled 
Friday is his latest piece, 
"Adventures 11." "Adventures I" 
was an orchestral piece which 
was performed at the New 
England Conservatory in 1970. 
"Adventures", which is "more 
like a play than a concert," is, 
according to Mr. Lockwood, "a 
theater of musicians. The work, 
which is •a series of adventures, 
contains such things as 
trombones playing with bells 
attached to the slides · and 
mus1c1ans playing music 
backwards while they're walking 
backwards. 
Another student seasoned in 
composing his,- own music is 
senior Frank Sacci. Mr. Sacci has 
been writing music since his 
Freshman year and this summer 
received the honor of being 
chosen as. one of eight student 
composers to study at 
Tanglewood, in Massachusetts. 
Mr. Sacci received a Leonard 
Bernstein Fellowship for his 
pursuits. Friday night's audience 
will hear a piece entitled 
"Antientropic." Other works by 
Mr. Sacci include "Birdfish 
'·tale", which ·is a fairy tale 
performed last year at IC, and 
"Melody for a Duck Swimming 
in an Oil Slick". 
Jill Miller, Brian Kean, and 
Barbara Froman each see their 
mate rial as being more 
conservative than the pieces 
written by the other composers. 
Ms. Miller, a theory major in the 
school' of Music, has never 
written music before this year. 
Ms. Miller found difficulty· m 
composing, saying that it is , 
"hard to make something 
extremely new." She has Written. 
piano m1,15ic for children for this 
performance. Also .. composing 
for the piano· is Barbara Froman, 
who began , writing folk music 
and later moved towards Burt 
Bacharach types of songs. Her ' 
latest piece was originally 
entitled "Mock Piano Sonata for 
20 fingers, 2 people" but has 
since been changed to "Piano 
Sonata ,for I piano, 4 hands." 
Ms. Froman sees her work as 
being · "very conservative ... not 
adventurous at all." Brian K~ane 
has much experience in song 
writing. He has composed for IC 
TV shows, department movies, 
and for the local band, "Brian 
--..._,. and Walt". When asked about his 
music,· Mr. Kean,e summarized, 
"I write for entertainment and 
not a philosophical message." 
Two of Mr. Keane's pieces will 
appear Friday night, a string 
quartet, ,(which is a "playful 
piece"), and a modern jazz 
number. 
The concert, sponsored by the 
Arts Council, will be at 8: 15 
p.m. It is free and open to the 
public. 
ORIENTATION NEEDS,YOU-
By .Leah Fackos 
The Fall Orientation 
committee is looking for people 
with "time, energy, enthusiasm 
and ideas," to work on the Fall 
Orientation program. The 
CO mmittee IS holding three 
meetings this commg week for 
any students interested. , 
attend on any of the three nights 
to meet people who have been 
involved with orientation in the 
past. This will give one ari 
opportunity to learn about the 
responsibilities involved in being 
a part of the program, and the 
satisfaction they have gotten 
from it. _ 
The Fall Orientation 
committee is the body 
responsible for the programs and 
events presented during the first 
days of school in the fall. They 1 
plan everything from academic 
advising to the dances and 
movies held during the first two 
weeks. 
Russ Lyons was elected 
chairman of the committee for 
next ye~r. after haviflg served as 
one of the co-chairmen this past 
yt'ar. 
Time is being set aside at each 
of these meetings to plan for . 
some type of transfer 
orientation for new students 
that will be entering in January. 
The extent to which this 
orientation_ will be developed is 
dependent on whether the 
college decides to.,reopen dorms 
earlier (Because of the energy 
shortage and no driving on 
Sunday) aft.er Christmas 
vacation. 
The meetings for mterested 
persons will be held on Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
evenings at ·seven p.m. in Friends 
':.04. People. are welcome to 
Any students who are 
interested in working on 
orientation, but cannot make 
the meeting times is asked to 
PHOTO BY JONI YOKOM 
· contact Dean Brown, at X3 l 36 
between 8:30 a.m, ~n~ 5 p.m. 
Dean Brown 
Heard on the Hill: 
By Peter Burbank 
In the last two weeks. the market has suffered 
drastic losses. In the last four weeks the Dow 
Jones Industrial averages have dropped more than 
150 points. The Arab oil embargo against the'U.S. 
has increased fears of an energy crisis. thus many 
people are expecting a depression and seJ!ing their 
stocks. The possibility of the impeachment of 
President Nixon has also contributed to the 
decline 111 the market. 
The energy crisis has probably wrought those 
changes. McDonald's Corp. has rapidly declined in 
price due to fears that restaurants will be less 
accessible because of fuel shortages. In the same 
lig\1t. Disney Corp. has declined from i/ yearly high 
of I 23 to 44 because people fear that amusement 
parks will he less frequented. Thus, people fear 
that less profll.s will be realized. so they sell their 
StOL'k. 
!\t this time. there are many attractive stocks to 
buy. Polaroid is down to 74 from a yearly high of 
143 due to development problems with its new 
SX-70 ca111era. Last Friday. Nov. 30, Polaroid fell 
6¼ points due to rumors that h will run out of 
d1acetone acrylamide. a chemical which is critical 
to the ·production of color film for the SX-70. · 
However, Polaroid is having trouble keeping up 
with production to meet demand for it's new 
SX-70 camera. thus Polaroid should reverse its skid 
soon. ,-
On Nove111bcr 26 the market suffered one 6f its 
worst daily losses in history and dropped over 29 
poi'nts. This decline was attributed to President 
Ma.rket Down 
\ 
Nixon's speech on November 25 concerning the oil 
crisis. On November 28 the market gained a little 
ground and closed up 22.05 points. Analysts called 
this gain a "technical rally" and one trader notect 
that the market is like a rubber band that has to. 
bounce back. , 
Many sources indicate that Europe is heading' 
towards a recession for I 974. It is expected that 
earnings will decline and unemployment will rise. 
This probably will affect earnings for many 
American companies who have Cej>ncerns abroad. 
Therefore be careful when buying stocks that may 
be significantly affected by 'a recession in Europe. 
T~e American car stocks are being sold because 
of large car size and poor mileage per gallon. 
General Motors will partially or totally close 
production for a week in mid-December to cut 
·output by 32% for the , month. However, the 
American Motors Corp. is doing well because it is 
manufacturing small cars with good m/leage per 
gallon. A.M.C. earnings should show a healthy 
profit for the fourth quarter of 1973. 
There is an interesting rum-0r on·the hill that the 
- Arbs are buying American stoc}cs through Swiss 
bank accounts. "fhen, when the oil embargo is 
lifted stocks should rise and the Arabs can sell 
·-their stocks to realize substantial profit. Will the 
Arabs continue their oil embargo for six months in 
order' to declare long-term capital gains? - 1 
On a brighter note, the U.S. recorded another 
trade surplus for the month of Nov.l!mber. News of 
this sort alon_g,with optimistic reports of peace_ in 
the Mideasf'-wiil encourage investment in the 
market. - ' 
< 
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COMM E~~T 
: By ~~-Phillips ·: ~ 
. - . 
·December, 1973 would make 
me pretty discouraged if I didn't 
"ref!lember De~mber, 1941, 
when I wa~ a ~enior in. college. , 
Many things in our lWes seem to 
. be comittg unravelled. 
What do we do? I think we go 
back to fundamentals the 
?rin_ciples. of liv~ng which 'apply 
m good times and bad. We seek 
out the ideas of _people who have 
liv,ed before , in -such times and 
have told us things which we can · 
~pply to our lives now. We 
sharpen ou~ wtts. We increas.e 
our store of knowledge. We 
smile whenever we _<;an because · 
it is good for the digestion. We 
become more eager students of 
economic. political and social 
condition_s, and of history, the 
arts and all the things that make 
life . worthwhile. Whatever 
· ha_ppens over the next few 
- months or years, our lives will 
become more competitive, and 
we neeq. to increase our stock of 
competence. What better place 
to start than ·here and now - at 
Ithacq College where we have so 
many opl)ortunities available? 
. . Let me cite a few ·examples: 
'We have applied to be 
. recognized by Phi Beta Kappa. 
This will be a slow process 
'?ec_au~e _we are a young. 
mstitution m the humanities and 
sciences,. but we. are moving in 
the right direction. · 
I am pleased with· the 
inaugural issue of BRIM, the 
. student literary magazine. 1. 
. confess te- not being well 
e~ipped to understand some of 
"TOADS1" 
. I 
:our AlterllCltiVes 
tlie prose and poetry but I read 
it with benefit. I particµlarly 
welcome the efforts of the 
_ student.editors in b_ringing BRIM 
to Ithaca College.· I also have 
enjoyed. reading Hyd..!' Park, a 
forum for comment sponsored 
Sy the Qffice of the Dean in 
Hum"anities and Sciences. 
One student has decided to 
orga·nize and lead a pep band 
and energize some of the 
amateur music capabilities which· 
we have here .at Ithaca. I salute 
his efforts which will add to the 
magnificent professional work of 
our music majors. The members 
of the executive committee of 
the senior class tell me that they 
,intend -to foster some singing 
later this spring. Perhaps wefcan 
dust' off the Alma Mater and the 
College Anthem. I thought that 
-the football teain played with 
spirit an~ eclat this fall. They 
didn't win all their games but 
th~y certainly brought credit to 
· Ithaca College. -
, We have maintained a strong 
rate of admissions applications 
during . a period ill which 
declining applications have 
·clouded the fortunes of many 
higher learning institutions . 
-While I am not complacent, I do 
;have a sense of confidence in 
what we are doing and how we 
are viewed by the public in the 
national perspective of higher 
e_ducation. 
We are trying continually to 
, develop a check list of things 
that need to be done, plans that 
. President Ellis L. Phillips,"Jr. 
should be made and alternatives 
that should be considered so 
that Ithaca College will continue 
to be a flexible institution which 
can increase in service because it 
is_ responsive to present and 
future needs and can meet them 
when the chips are down. 
These are some of the 
perspectives which make me 
proud to work and study at 
Ithaca College. 
PSYCHODRAMA AT ITHACA COLLEGE 
--=--
., .... ·~. 
1· 
, . 
Sam (Grant Goodeve) and Simeon (Billy 
Ingram) greet an unexpected guest for dinner in 
the I.P.W. production of TOADS! The show will 
open for one night on Wednesday December 12th 
on the main stage at Ithaca College. TOADS will 
have two performances at 8 PM and 10PM. The 
,play w_as written and directed by Marc Goodman. 
Admission is free. 
,. 
Photo by Ken Melech 
GRADUATE MUSIC STUDENTS 
Graduate music students at Ithaca College will 
present lecture-recitals at Walter Ford Hall next 
week. 
At 3- p.m. Monday, December I 0, in the choral 
rehearsal room, Harry Lockwood will discuss 
"avant-garde techniques involved in solo trombone 
literature." He will incorporate in the program 
Luciano Berio's Sequenza V for unaccompanied 
trombone, excerpts fro_m_ Krenek's 5 Pieces for 
Trombone and Piano and Alcina's Consecuenza. 
Hugo WQ.lfs Mignon Lieder will be the topic of 
a lecture-recital by Judith Ann Ranaletta at 3 p.m: 
Tuesday. She will perform in Room 201 of -the 
Music School. 
T}:te programs are being given in partial 
fulfillmen_t of the requirements for masters degrees 
in mu~ic and are ~pen to the public. 
AA.UP. O.fficial Slate Set 
By Karen Sperling 
The local c4apter of the 
American Associatio11 of 
. University Professors (AA UP) 
has , elected a full· slate of 
officers. The officers arc Ashur 
.Baizer _{English) President; 
· Heinz Koch (Chemistry)' ; 
Vice-Pre~ideilt; Andrew 
Ezergailis (History) 
Secretary/Treasurer.· Harvey· 
Fireside (Politics), Robert 
- Kurland er (PQ!itics),. and Frank 
_- Musgrave (Eeonomics) --are 
-~ .,_· members_ of the executive·bo_ar4, 
. ·, along with the other · three 
' - '"officials. · _ _,, · ·:. ·_ .. 
· Orr December '15, theAAUP's ·. 
~-. regional ·conference wiH be ·held 
)n ·· New- · Xork. ,.City. ·The,· 
. con(erence' is ". a ,-, semi~annuat 
' _gathering of representatives froin . 
, AA UP . ch.apters in the northfeast -
. ' . - .. ' ~-
section of the· cou~try. For the 
members of the AAUP from IC, 
the main item of-interest at the 
conference will be the question 
of collective bargaining. 
According to Mr. Ezergailis, 
"Th~ faculty is becoming 
somewhat insecure on how 
, money i,s being handled on 
. --· campus." The establishment of 
· collective bargaining would be a 
manner in which the faculty-
"would be able to fontribute to 
· salary discussions,' stated Mr. 
Baizer. It . is hoped the 
. conference will offer some 
. informafion on ..the setting up ol 
__ _--; ·collective . bargaining . on this 
·. . campus. '.· '. 
· ·. Mr .. Koch is_ skeptical of the 
AAUP's_ etfectiveness. He says, 
"I· don't think there_'s ·a ground 
... '•' ·.· , ... ' . . . , ..... ·. .- r • • 
. . . . 
. :~~;~;ti;:~;:\~i~:i:s:i_~-.\~·~~;~·. _ .. .-~ ::-_ ._· ..... .,_ :.·~~;~_=\_·~~,t,:_t'!" ... ·_-:.,~ .. ~.:_, .. --. 0 ___ · --~~!·.: __ -_-__ -.,._ ._·. , 
_.. --.-,~ .. ., ~ ~ - .... ~~~r~·..,r::·-.:,,:·~~ 
swell of the faculty to join the 
AAUP," and he went on to state· 
the fact- that there was barely a 
quorum at the last meeting. 
Mr. Musgrave secs the 
importance of the AAUP. in that 
· it would be comprised solely of· 
faculty members. He·· sees the 
need for "facuJty autonomy" ' 
..from the administration. 
At the meeting in New York, 
the nationwid_e attitudes towards-
tenure will also be discussed. 
Schedu~ed for the afternoon "is a 
' meeting of representatives of 
• upper · New York State· 
independent colleges about their 
common problems. The 
. semi-annual conference will see 
representatives from Ithaca 
___ .. College for the first tilJle in· ~wo · 
years. 
. ·-
~ -· _.,.. 
C .., ' ,. ' ,~ 
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CELLO MUSIC 
Music for cello will be presented at Walter Ford 
Hall, Ithaca College, at 8:15 p.m. Saturday, 
December 8_ by a guest soloist, Susan Salm. The 
free public recital is sponsored by the School of 
Music and the Ithaca Cello Club. 
Accompanied by Justin Blasdale, Miss Salm will 
play Pieces en Concert by Coupenn, Suite in G 
MaJor for Unaccompanied Cello by Bach 
Fanta~iestucke, Opus 73 by Schumann, Sonata i~ 
A MaJor by Franck, Pohadka - A Talc and Presto 
.by Janacek. 
Xl58 TRAINING 
Applications to become a volunteer at the IC 
Crisis and Counseling Center (XI 58) are now 
available in the Office of Campus Activities. They 
are in need of a great many people. Deadline for 
applications 1s December 6. 
X 158 is located off the lobbv of Roland Hall 
D?rm 3. T~ammg sess10ns - classr~om and practical 
will take place. The new staff will begin next 
semester. 
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT 
Chamber music will be featured in a faculty 
recital Thursday evening December 6 at Walter 
Ford Hall, Ithaca College. The concert. at 8: 15 
p.m., 1s open to the public w1hout charge. 
W_orks which will be played are Quintette for 
Horn and Strings, K.407 by Mozart, Contrasts for · 
Piano, Violin and Clarinet_ by Bartok and Trio for 
fi_ano, ".'iolin and Horn, Opu~ 40 by Brahms. All 
ol the instrumentalists an: on the-Music School 
faculty. 
"JOE EGG" IN GREEN ROOM 
The .closing Ithaca College (ireen Room 
presentation for this term 1s Ruth UiPasquale·s 
production _of Joe Egg which will be performed 
Tuesday, December 11, at 4 and 8:15 p.m. m the 
Main Theatre. Dillingham Center. Adm1s~1on 1s 
' free.. , 
Miss DiPasqualc is enrolled m the Senior 
Directing Project. Technical staff for Joe Egg 
includes Rick Bloom as techmcal director 
Margaret Jen~ings as set designer. (;reg Norgeoi 
and Craig Saeger on lighting. Peder Anderegg 1s 
stage manager and Tom Graft assistant director. 
Appearing in the cast are Dennis Florzak. Leslie 
Bernstein, Susan Royal, 8111 Froelich, Liz Flower 
. and Emily Schein. 
Joe Egg, by Peter Nichols. is c1n 
autobiographical play which deals comically with a 
young couple, their handicapped daughter and a 
• declining marnage. The play. a tut on the London 
and New York stages, was also wt!II received as a 
movie. 
CONCERT AT S.U.N.Y_,_ 
The Student Center Board Entertamment 
Committee of S.U.N.Y Bmghamton will be 
p.resenting_ The Son'sof Champlin and Papa John 
~reach with Zulu, along with Rush on Friday 
D_ecember seventh at 9:30 pm. m the S.U.N.Y: 
Binghamton Men's Gym. Tickets are available at 
Harpur in advance until Friday; at Bntches. 100 
Fro~t _St., Binghamton, at Sounds ot Stereo, 189 
Robinson St.,Binghamton, at Kent's Vestal Plaza 
. ~~st~!; at Hi Fi Records and Tape Center, Johnso~ 
City and. at A.C.E., Admm1strat1on _Building, 
Harpur. · Tickets will be available at the door on 
Friday mght. 
THE CARPENTERS AGAIN 
"One of a Kind" continues, Its speer.ii look .11 
The Carpenter~ this Saturday even mg at IO· 15 on 
WICB-FM. Host Irene Yellon reviews The 
Carpenters' background and desc.:nbe, their drive 
to sucGess in tht.! music scene 
... 
MIDEAST SITUATION THIS SUNDAY 
"Sunday Night., this week n:porter Sharon 
Messinger discusses the current m1deast situation 
with Israeli news correspondent Shlomo Aronson 
Also, Sunday at six pm .. reporter Debbie Spector 
explains the working of city government in 
children's terms over WICB-FM. 
WICB .... .ITHACA 'S NUMBER ONE SPORT 
The l.C. Varsity Basketball Bombers wJII take 
on Oneonta State as· their fourth opponcn't this 
wee~ Friday at 8:00 p.m. WICB Sports will 
provide complete coverage of the contest starting 
at 7:45 on WICB-FM. Also be listening for I . c . 
Hockey vs. Oswego from Lynah Arena Saturday at 
_ 2:15 p.m. on WICB~FM. . 
---
j 
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editorial IS Santa -Claus Dead1 
Every Chnstmas Eve, he would come down the chimney, deposit 
his wonders, eat the munchies ( munchies?) that had been left him 
and take off before he could be seen. No matter that he never left 
exactly what had been requested. Anyone pulling an all-nighter like 
that could be expected to mix up Christmas lists. It seemed to be a 
technical impOSSibility for him to hit !'Very house in the WOrid in the 
spJce of one night. However, he was after all, Santa Claus, and 
would make a pomt of stopping in at your house. 
really exist, and that it _was our parents. who were playing the leads 
in the spirit of Christmas, past, present, and future. We could not 
ever meet Santa Claus face to face (we knew that those guys hanging 
out in Macy's were merely .representatives for the real guy), but 'we -
felt his presence every Christmas season in the way love was given in 
extra abundance as the big day approached. 
And it is true even today. The angers, the bitterness, tlie 
separations that fill the year are melted away in the spirit which 
snowballs to' its annual Christmas climax. 
It was almost impossible to sleep on the night before Christmas, . The spirit comes out of people and is,.people. It is
1
our 'friends 
yet you always seemed to nod for an hour or two, and like magic, relatives, loved ones, that are our personal Santa Clauses. It is in 
that would he Just when he hit town. It must haye been. - extra smiles, the extra laughing,"the extra effort and goodwill that 
But Just where has he been lately'? Has ol' Saint Nick passed the the Christmas spirit is born and lives. At no other time are our loved 
new mandatory retirement age, or has he simply gone the way of ones and lovers more loving. ,They .make Christmas a joyous 
God and vugm1ty m a misguided, uncaring society, slated for experience for us, and by general interaction for everyone. 
oblivion'! Just as the man whose ·day it is, the body Santa Claus may have 
No. for the Yuletide spmt is still here. The passing of the ceased to be for us, but his spirit lives on. It still is the time of the 
year~ made us reahze that the Jolly porker in the red suit did not season for loving. · 
- ,.I 
~~~-i:.11!'!11~"!l:i~~9l!lllr.ll!!Olill!lllll!li:all!!l~ll!lll'a-'ll!llllMll!lll'all!lll'all!llll!llill!lllill!lllll!llll!lll-..r,ll!lll,11!111111111!1111!1111!11ill!llll!ll....-. .... '!Mlll!llll!lllllllll!llll!lltl!llill!!lll!llll!ll\ll!lll'all!lll'all!llill!llll!lli-ll!ll~-
Nabakov · Writes Again 
By R. Hood· 
A Rus~ian Beauty and Other Stories, Vlad1mu 
Nabokov. Mc<;raw 11111. ~<,8 pp. q <J5 
A new Nabokov ,inthology b cause ct.!lehre tor 
Luttin~ earn~. ine,capable call\!.! tor an all too 
lt:w. though oh \O tcrwnt. pL·rcl!nt of our 
population 
I his 1, a collei.:twn of th1rlL'l!Jl stone, all 
p1 l'VIoli,I~' puhlI,hec.l. 111:1 ny m Vesnav Fialte or 
Soglyadarav ·1 hey all exhibit Nabokov's 
pccul1anty for non-tl1dact1c. hcaut1fully composed 
JHO~l' allll 1nh1h1t .1nyonc·, ~chology ot 
charal'lcr, or author. lie may he rather ht.!adstrong 
111 hh ,ta Ill.I agam,t 1:rcud1.1n heJc.1-,hnnking. but in 
the tcrntonL', \lf 111~ ,tone, that 1s pertectly 
1u,1If iablc. I le hJs a ~ nack of ~ending the reader · 
,cramhl1ng through the prcccc.l1ng pages for th~ 
IIIL',,age. what he 1, "saying." while he rarely 
",ay," anything. llowevt'f. he dot.!, affect thmgs 
Jll<.I pcopll' .111d provoke~ anythrng 
Included 1s "Ult1me Thule", a classic Nabokov 
reminiscent of Condon's Any God Will Do but 
more nebulous. The title comes from the Latin, 
meaning the highest degree attainable or the land 
farthest north. In ll we have Falter,. the lone 
purveyor of his unattainable truth or unreachable 
land. But falter may just be a maniac or a 
mountebank. The title track 1s the stcry of a 
Russian beauty who spends a happy childhood, an 
unextraordinary emigree life, a dismally lonely 
dechn1t'lg life, and then dies in childbtrth. Then too 
there i~ "The Visit to The Museum," in which the 
reader want~ to find th11t the narrator's magical 
transport'at10n 1s actually a literary dream trick, or 
maybe an extremely vivid museum exhibit, or 
maybe a metaphysical or allegorical 
transportation. but he does not find that. The 
reader rart.!ly finds what he expects. because 
Nabokov knows what the reac:fer expects and uses 
1t. but not as the reader expects. because et cetera. 
FR6NKLY SPEAKiNG .... by phil frank 
·r ASK mu .. ,s RADlQAL AeT1v,~M1 
C£AD ? .... WELL.,. IS IT?~. 
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J:.'RI/\SON TAKE Tl/REE 
To the Editor: 
I hi\ lette1 1, a loliow up lo J 
lett.:r wnttL'll hy ,\ndy 1\.1,1\011 
which appca1L'U m the November 
I Sth ed1IH>n lll The Ithacan. Mr. 
( ·osL'O an,w<'Jl'd Andy\ IL"tll'r 
laking ,1 detl'll\JVL' ,tand for 
I l ha c· .1 (.' ll I I L' !! L' ·, Sp or h 
lnto1111at1011 D1rl'L'l<li. Mr 
I· n k ,o 11 
Mr. < ·o,L'O. you have hJd 
LOlltaL·t with Mr. l·r1bon Jnd 
lwvl' torn1c·d ,Ol11L' op1111on~ that 
,Il'L' hJsL'd on your l'Xpcnenc·e 
Andy Ma\011. my,L·lt. and thl' 
re,1 of th.: V.11,11y Socc·c·r IL'am 
havl' al,o lo1111cJ opm1011, ol Mr 
I· 1 1 I.. , o n h .1 ~ L' d n n o u r 
c'XP!.?liL'llCL'. I would now ltkL' to 
l'XprL'\S 111y np1111on, .111d ,t.1lc' 
1h,1t I :1111 n!' thl' ~amL' op111101b 
a~ ,\ndv l\1a,on • 
An ·lllL'itknt that occurred 
l'J rly 111 the ,ea son led llll' to 
believe that Mr. 1-nkson w,1s 1101 
play111!! w1lh :1 lull deck. I hJVL' 
been a~kt·d by lhe sludt·nt 
111volveJ not 10 mention h1, 
name so he will be c .. Ilkd Mr X. 
Mr X was a· veteran of lhe 
,occer tt.'i.l Ill and w :i, very 
mthrent1al 111 h.:lp1ng our new 
coac·h gl'l s<'ttled 111 and 
organized In my opinion. Mr. X. 
is a line player and Jbove that a 
·person of great character. 
This soccer team IL'i.1111 felt 
that the coverage ol our first few 
games was pitiful so Mr. X went 
to see Mr. Erikson. According to 
Mr. X the meeting was 
"subdued" and Mr. X felt that 
he had made Ills point. The 
meeting, as fa~ as Mr. X was , 
concerned. was to give 
constructive criticism in aiding 
Mr. Erikson fill the shoes of Mr: 
Langdon. From what 
under,tand Mr. l·r1kson 
repeatedly st.1ted that he was 
glad Mr. X had come and always 
wanted the i.:ards layed on the 
table The meeting ended with 
Mr X think1J1g that Mr. 1:nkson 
i, trying to UO the he~t he Ci.Ill 
and th.1t 1s all we can ask. W1th1n 
a day. Mr X was approached by 
lugh oft 1c1ab ot the.: Physical 
l·ducat1on Department and told 
n()t to bother Mr fnkson again. 
It ,e·ems Mr. Fnkson told 
t hc.:,L' oft 1c1ab that he h,1s a job 
Io d<l ,rnd doe,n 't want anyone 
conung 111 and telling ban how 
10 do 1t Mr. L·nbon fingered 
\fr :X. ro th1, 1 say."lkwhois 
two !aced. open mouth lllSert 
toot and flllger .. 
l\lr. Coseo. 111 your letter you 
~t Jted. Jnd I quote. "Mr. 
L:nkson wants to wo'rk with· 
them (the soccer team) and I am 
sure he.: would welcome a chance 
10 talk with you .. Does the 
lllL'Ident I have descnhed in the 
previous paragraph sound hke 
Mr. Erihon would welcome 
constructive criticism'! I don't 
hl'11eve that Andy went off 
··11alt'-cocked"' or made unfair. 
stateml'nts when 11 appeared 
that there was no use seeing him 
after the season because of what 
happened during the seas911. 
Concerning the rep_ort111g of 
the Oswego game. look at the 
coverage of the Monday Night 
Foothall games and you will see 
that 1t appears in the Wednesday 
editions. This is because they 
could not make the deadline. 
Why then couldn·t our game, 
have heen reported in the same 
way'!. 
expressed in this letter are not dangerous. I agree that in some literary seen~ is one of the places 
necessarily those of the soccer respects Blacks can u nd erstand which is unique 'in that· it ·is 
teambutarehcldbysome. the Black cultural material conducive for positive 
presented in a play better than Black-White interaction, 
Sincerely, Whites. However, a good critic, (something that Kuumba wants 
Robert Keill as Miss Fox seems to be, will go to destroy), and/or that Kuumba 
VICTORIOUS AGAIN 
To the Editor: 
letter was written m 
answer to some statements made 
111 a letter pubhshed last week 
com·erni•1g a rebuttle of the 
rev1.ew ot "Purlie V 1ctonou!;" 
The rebuttle was written by 
Kuumba. and the-reviewer was 
Pam Fox. 
In his letter. Kuumba made 
some statements which I feel 
need some discussion.In the first 
place Kuumba says that Miss 
Fox and "all other white 
- 'ct1t1cs"',should do the following 
before wnting a review: I) Visit 
a Blat:k Chun:h Service; 2) read 
the scnpt; and 3) that whrte 
reviewers should refrain from 
rl'view1ng any Black artist 
ventures." 
further than just the material is a Black deist. Black racism is 
tha't' is relevant to the Black as detrimental to the functioning 
Cultural aspects. of our society,. as is White 
Your statement that "We racism .. I sincerely hope that for 
must not allow Whites to the betterment of Black-White 
continue 'reviewing' us-.we must 
recognize ourselves!" needs 
further discussion. Using 
Kuumba's three postulates that 
he gives to White Reviewers, and 
by looking at that previous 
statement, we can · only_ infer 
that Kuumba either doesn't 
realize that the American , 
relations, the poor example of 
human attitude professed by 
Kuumba 1s not followed by the 
Black or White community. "fo 
demand segregation as Kuumba 
does in this instance is no 
solution to the problem of a lack 
of education. 
Marc J. Schneiderman 
the i'thacan 
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The Ithacan will cease publication 
with this 'issue. Publication will · 
resume the w~ek of January 14. 
The lthacari e:£te11ds best wishes to 
all for a Happy, Holiday Season. 
. ~:·.,. 
I would hke to thank the 
editois of the Ithacan for 
printing this letter and mention 
that the view~ and· opinions · 
If the play ha~ to do with a 
Black Church servH:e. I 
definately agree that there 
should be some fam11ianty with 
that particular type of st!rvice. 
Whc.:ther the reviewer should 
rc.:ad the script before seeing the 
play is another story. Plays are 
written basically for 
presentation to an audience. and 
although reading the script will 
provide the reviewer with 
further insights ai; to the various 
specifics in the play ( whic_h. may 
go unnoticed in the seeing of the 
play), it many times doesn't 
have to be necessary when the 
play is written and -presented in 
good form. "IJurJie Victorius" is 
one of those plays. The,· third 
concept· h,t Kuumba ·s criticism, 
that Whites should refrain from 
reviewing Black. ventures is not 
only wrong, btit is·, literary 
_segregation. which is extremely 
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,Director of Foreign Study Will 
J M~et· with· interested. Students 
. - , 
By Claire Allen 
Students Wishing to obtain 
firsthand information regarding 
the overseas study programs, 
should be available o·n Thursday, 
December I-3 at 8:00 p.l'n. in 
Textor 103· to meet with Mr. 
Edward Vincent, the Director of 
Foreign Study. Mr. Vincent was 
instrumental in e~tablishing the 
Ithaca College London·Center in 
J 972, and has since. seen the 
number of students attending 
the Center grow from 21 to 95 
per semester. 
The Director of Foreign 
Study will be in Ithaca from 
December 11 to 18. He is 
looking forward to meeting with 
anyone who has questions 
concerning academic study, 
living conditions, travel, or any 
other q~eries about London. 
By Richard Turner 
and Paul Cooperstein 
The Ithaca/ Attica· Project has 
announced the showing of 
Attica, a ·documentary in/ the 
rebellion at Attica State Prison, 
by ~inematographer Cinda 
Firestone. The movie will be 
shown Monday, December IO, at 
8:30 p.m. in Textor 103. Attica 
1s a full length account of the 
rebellion;. the negotiations 
during the uprising, and the 
recapture of the prison by State 
troopers. 
The Ithaca/ Attica Project i~ a 
Mr. Vincent has worked 
extre111ely hard in designing the 
London Center so that students 
may study _ in a British 
environment, under British 
professors,- Claire Allen, 
Coordinator of Foreign Study, 
feels this is a definite advantage 
in that "students are actually 
living what they learn. If they 
desire, students can even live 
with a British family." - -
The cost is approximately the 
same as one would pay to attend 
Ithaca College in: New York. 
Students pay only their tuition 
and fees to the College, and are 
responsible for their own 
room/board and flight cos\s. 
Students intending, to 
participate in the .London 
program for either ~he Fall, 
gathering of students sympathetic 
to _the indicted Attica brothers 
and conscious of the issues 
raised by their persecuti"on. The 
Project ,is coordinating speaking, 
engagements, films, and 
fund-raising for the benefit of 
Attica Defense. The 
Ithaca/Attica Project is also 
interested in gathering human 
resources for additional support. 
This local Project was 
organized around the issues 
raised by the prosecution and 
indictment of the prison 
inmates. Those involved with 
the Project feel the State 
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1974; or the Spring, 1975 
semesters are strongly urged to 
return· their applications ·to the 
Foreign Study Office as soon as 
possibl~. The ~eadline is April 5, 
but "the sooner we have your 
applications, the better we can 
plan on the correct number of 
students who will be attending 
the Center for the coming Fall 
semester " noted Claire Allen. 
Students are urged to attend 
this informal chat session with 
Edward Vincent. "We look 
forward to meet-ing you ··and 
hope that you will keep 
December 13th open!" 
commented Ms. Allen. 
The Foreign Study Office is 
located in the Muller Faculty 
Center, room 214 B, and is open 
to students who_ would like to 
secure applications or written 
materials concerning classes 
offered in London, including 
professor's qualifications. In 
addition, there are people 
available to speak individually 
with interested students. 
In 
Concert 
Ithaea College Orchestra 
pcrformin~ in Ford llall 
this past W('f'k. 
PHOTO BY JONI YOKOM 
Day 
investigation obscured the 
original cause of the upris111g, 
and further preJud1ced its results 
by failing or indict of even 
investigate any of the state 
troopers, whose gunfire on 
September 13, 1971, killed 
forty-one people. Consequently, 
friends and supporters of the 
Attica Brothers are questioning 
the conditions that necessitated 
the initial revolt and the 
morality of seeking justice at the 
expense of further harassment 
and prosecution of black and 
third world peoples. 
Congress Reps Absen·t; 
' -
Dorm .Funds Jeopordized 
By Barbara Sheldou 
Plagued by student a pa thy, 
Student Congress voted to pass a 
motion which now requires that 
a quorum, which is thirty seven. 
representatives, be not 
composed of more than twenty 
five per cent proxies attending 
their meetings. That would be 
nine. Therefore, if Student 
Congress starts a meetmg with 
twenty seven representatives and 
ten proxies, the meeting is 
11legal. 
"The Governance Committee 
regrets the fact that such 
· legislation has been put 
through," said Mike Frieman, 
Committee Chairman. "We felt 
compelled to do it because ol 
such i:oor attendance at 
Congress and such a high 
attrition rate during the meeting 
by Student Congress members." 
The proxy vote is not the 
same as an alternate If J 
representative 1s unable to 
attend a meetmg, he can mform 
the chairperson that he will be 
represented by an ,tlternate. 
Excused absences include illness, 
a death 111 the family or 
academic responsibility 
Student Congress 1s plagued 
by stagnation. The four ,tandmg 
·committees of Congres, L'ach 
have three or tourw member,. 
hardly enough to attend to the 
bus111es, they arc charged with 
Committee arc asking 1s that the 
supporters and sympath11ers 
·organize a day or ,olidanty. 
nationwide, 111 ,ind out of U.S. 
prisons · On Chnstm a~ J)ay. a 
fast will beg111 in U.S pn,ons 
and others outside an~ asked to 
visibly demonstrate their 
Also proposed by the 
Governance Committee is ·an 
a me n d m e n t t ha t Co ngress 
meetings be held every two 
weeks, and the intervening 
weeks used for standing 
committee meetings. If 
necessary, the Executive Board 
can call a Congress meetmg. 
Associated with this 1s a ruhng 
that no representative. can miss 
more than f 1 ve Congress 
meetings per year, of which no 
less than three can be proxies. 
"Dorm resi.dents should be 
sure that their representatives 
come to the meetings because 
their funds may he at ~take," 
warned Frieman. 
Robberies Revisited 
A representative brought to 
the attention of Tuesday's 
Congress Meeting that a reason 
for some of the tht'lts on 
campus 1s lock>. SAS!'. the 
Student ,\ux1hJry Safety Patrol. 
has reported locks on c.impus to 
Phys1cal Plant. hut there seems 
to be a two week lag 111 repairs. 
Student Congres, voted to 
give -;; 125 to the Creater Ithaca 
-\ct1v1t1c~ Board ,o that 
umkrpnv!leged chddrL'll with 
one parent or 11011c may havL' .i 
little- hit ot Chn,tm,i, Thi, 
mtmL'Y. wh1d1 draws one dLJllar 
110111 each rL'prL·,cntat1vl'. will bl' 
takt·n from the p1nl1h ot thl' 
l·gbert Umon !!,llllL' n10111. 
,upport hy u1ntr1hut1LJm and 
donation, 
FurthL'r 1111,>rmation or help 
the lthac,1iAtt1ca l'roJeCt Cdll 
provide should he rcterrl'd to 
Olf1cl' 218 111 Mulle1 Faculty 
Center, or call ~7 3-3151. 
:r·'ftae~ 
TAYJkRlf 202t11a,.,.,.. ... 
1 Tuesday thru Saturday 
5 P·~,e !~J-~-~-
Dlnners served 6:00-8:30-
Reservatlons Requested- 539-7724 
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people,. but people trained.for a 
_viable life outside the ~ollege .. ~ 
According to Dr. - Hainmetr;-
this is Ithaca College's main -
problem. He believes that Ithaca 
·• . 
-Nader of the Military to. 
Appear o~ l.c·: ~campus_ 
Rear Admiral Gene 
La Rocque, U.S. Navy, retired, 
will be on campus Monday 
December I 0th, lecturing' on 
"The Soviet Naval Threat: 
counterbalancing force in ·-the 
politics ·between the 
Congressmen and the. 
Department of Defense. They' 
have developed plans for budget 
· College, and institutions like IC 
have- been negligent as· far_ ai -
Reality or Illusion." He will 
appear at 8: 15 in Textor } 02. __fUts in the military as well. 
, preparing students for a job on~e 
they graduate. "Quite frankly., I. 
feel guilty when we turn out ·a 
hundred and fifty history majors 
LaRocque is to the military 
and the Department .of Defense 
what Ralph Nader is to the 
American auto industry. He is 
the Director of the C.enter for 
Defense Information, a public 
interest lobbying group on 
Capitol Hill. -The Cen-ter helps 
Congr~ssmen in providing what 
they have researched as honest 
reports and factual information, 
inst<:ad of what they feel are tlie 
oni:-,tded report, that normally 
come from the Defense 
Department. They are a 
Mr. La Rocque is be_ing 
sponsored by-the Semperridelis. 
Club and the U.S. Military 
course which is part of· the· 
curriculum being offered by the 
C .1. I .S. department· this 
semester. Mike Williams, 
president of the Semper Fidelis 
Club and instructor of the U.S. 
Military. course, has said "the 
lecture should be informative 
and interesting in light of the 
cl,!rrent events of the Yorn 
Kippur War and° the roles both 
the U.S. and Soviet Navies 
pl~yed in that war." 
.·a. year. and most of them cannot 
' find ariy job at all that has the 
remotest relationship to - what 
they have done in college .. .I 
thinlc we are going to .have to, by 
economic necessiti', move· in the 
direction·- of the liberal arts 
becoming more of a service area 
_to occupational preparation." · 
No Dorms? 
The second aspect. of Dr. 
Christmas Music Sunday 
Hammett's "RIT Plan" 
ma·intains that it is not 
economically feasible to house 
students in -college-spqnsored 
qormitories. The "RIT Plan" 
solution is holding classes at· 
night rather than in the 
afternoons and mornings. "In 
effect, many of the students that . 
I will teach will be- people who · 
will be_ working from nine to five . 
on some particular job, and I 
would be hardpressed tp say that 
-they would· learn more about 
human relations in a dormitory 
th an ' working in a Kodak 
Mu,1c for lhc Christmas 
~eason will be presented at 
Ithaca College', Walter Ford Hall 
al 8: 15 p.m. Sunday, December 
ninth. ·1 he public is mvitcd to 
attend the annual holiday 
.:oncer!. wlrn:h will include 
traditional carol ,mgmg by the 
aud1eni:e. 
The Women's C'hora le sets the 
festive mood of the evenmg with 
"Sound the ·11umpel" by Henry 
Purcell. Angelus and pastores ait 
by Daniel Pinkham and 
Magnificat hy Niccolo Porpora. 
Porterfield will condui:t the 
c,,,1rin11ccl fro,,, fUJ~t· one 
Mieczkowski 
according to M~. Dickinson, it 
will be up lo the llearing 
Committee to dec1de\vhdhcr or 
not the proceedings will he 
open. 
Waller Wiggins. attorney for 
the College. is reported in the 
minutes of the All Fa,ulty 
Meeting November h, J\>7 J. to 
have said that the llearing could 
he puhh, or it could be private, 
"unless Dr. M 1c,zkowski chooses_ 
to make it public. the College 
will not make 1ls ,asc open." 
Many ol the documents 
concl'rning the case. 1ndud1ng 
the list of charge, againsr 
Professor M1t.>c1.kowski. are on 
file downtown 111 the i:-minty 
clerk's office. under the· file 
numht:, 73-/,08. 
Prokssor M 1~akowski has 
made 11 known that he does 
want the Hearing to be opt'n. In 
a lt.>tter to the Editor tVol. 47, 
number '>. November I. 1'>731. 
he staled, "I would like to 
express my desire lo havt' the 
heanngs on my dismissal case 
open- 1,, the entire College 
commun1ty ... l feel that the 
·11hac..i College community• has 
the nght to k11ow as much.about 
this case as possible ~ince it will 
lw set I 111g a precedent for future 
possible ca~es." 
singers, cello ensemble, Phi Mu 
Alpha Trombone Choir and 
1th-a ca College Chamber 
Orchestra. Kodaly's · Dance of 
the Shepherds will be sung by 
the Chorale. 
Noel Nouvelet, a French 
carol, and amuel Scheidt's 
setting of Angelus ad_pastores ail 
will be sung by the choir and 
Madrigal ingers, and the-Concert 
Choir will also sing Twelfth-
Night, Opus 42-; No. I by 
Samuel Barber and Nowell! 
Heap on More Wood! by David 
( 'ox. under Bentley's direction. 
R 1chard McCarty is the 
percussionist. 
Gail Kubik 's Christ mas 
Offering will be performed by 
lhc choir and a solo quartet: 
Debbie Numark, soprano: Beth 
Kopcicnski, alto; Steven Finch, 
tenor. 
\ 
The College Chorus, 
conducted by Bentley, will be 
heard in Haydn's Te Deum 
Laudamtis, with Francesca 
Cappeletti as pianist. 
Ac,ompanicd hy a brass choir 
and Porterfield as organist, the 
Chorus will sing Giovanni 
C,ahneli's Jubilate Deo. 
The traditional ,arol sing 
i ndudes O Come. All Ye 
Faithtul, the Virst Nowell, Hark! 
The Herald Angel~ Sing,· and 
Silent Night. 
factory." ' 
Dr. Hammett's four years here 
have · allowed him to make 
another major observation;this 
one concerning the IC student. 
He secs something of a lack of 
real educational motivation, as 
well as a serious lack of 
discipline. "I believe most of our 
students would be most happy if 
we could turn the College into a 
gigantic out-patients clinic and 
deal with neuroses.'.' 
Dr. Hammett will not be 
leaving Ithaca College . with a 
grudge. What is more important, 
perhaps, is what he will be 
leaving behind. That is a note of 
warning, a call to challenge, if 
Ithaca College is tq remain a 
workin institution. 
tvtAJilfS 
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By Gordon Mueller 
While Ithac·a College has many 
fine athletic facilities, it is 
lacking· in one area which most -
schools have. Namely, a track. 
Although there. is a track team 
planned for this year, there will 
be no facilities for a home meet. 
frank Kennedy will be the 
co~ch ·this year, as ·he was last 
year. All meets must be away, 
which entails a fair cost, in both 
money and _time. · 
Ithaca once had a track, but it 
was removed for safety reasons. 
It surrounded the football field 
and was a. cinder track with a 
concrete curb-running around its 
edge. It was !es:; than the normal 
quarter !!!_ile in length. It was a 
hazard because the curb was too 
close· ~o the playing field and" 
continued Jrom page one 
EDUCATION PLANS 
member does to them. H~ 
described the professor -as a 
catalyst, in .conjunction with his 
course, Biology 200. 
This particular course allows 
for independent study for 
anything frofo . teaching to 
researching a paper, and Dr. 
Delanney has mixed feeling 
about the student-motivated 
type of course, saying, "I've had 
both good' and bad experiences 
with it." He does acknowledge 
that if students had more 
i~itiative, the professors could 
be more available for individual 
help if needed. 
•• ':I ... ~ • 
. ~' .. ! ' : .. •.,"' 
"' • • ~ • • "T 
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- ... 
had· the potential to .injure 
players running out of bounds. 
When the football field was 
moved in closer to the bleachers, 
the track was taken out. The 
problem of space still ·plagues 
the location of a new track. 
Athletic Director Chuck Kerr 
feels that a new track should 
follow the lead of most other 
schools and be an all-weather 
· surface such as Tartan. An 
all-weather ___ surface does not 
need the constant maintenance a 
cinder track calls for and can be 
used in wet weather. There is 
one' big drawback however, the 
cost. The cost of such,a track is 
between sixty and seyenty-five 
thousand do_ll~r~ .. This __ would 
have tifcome from a grant from 
the top.· Money is tight at this 
time and many other items have 
-priority. Kerr s~id t~at no one 
Professor Tamas, also in 
Biology, sees the problem of 
student motivation as part of 
poor high school experiences. 
'"The freshman comes in," he 
said, "with an ingrained sense of 
dependency on the instructor." 
In an effort to helI5 the student 
heip himself, a series of film 
loops of lab techniques are being 
made for use beginning next fall. 
If a student forgets steps in a 
technique necessary· to his 
e;periment, he can go to the 
back of the room and watch a 
film show of how to do it, 
instead of asking the professor. 
This will allow more to get done 
in labs, as Professor Tamas · 
. estimated that 80% of lab time is 
~MA Y1a·s:-:sM0·•1 sHoP 
lp•ei•li~i11j ill 
Jlll- Smoker's Suppliea· 
. Pape~bound Boob 
Pipe. Repairs 
Magazines 
_ . Newlipapera 
*••~ To lir•11d Tll••t,r 
JII E. Slot, St. 
~o~e In ~nd Get Acquain.te.d 
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, can give a definite time that a 
track would be in' the budget. 
The only other · method of 
paying for it would be a 
donation from someone outside 
the college, such as an alumnus. 
For those that -would doubt 
the importance of_ a track, Kerr 
pointed out that it could be used 
by all teams for conditioning, 
not just in the spring. It can also 
be used by the rest of the college 
community. However, the 
building of a track would 
undoubtedly create much 
ill-feeling, particularly · among 
faculty members outside of 'the 
school of HPER, who would 
feel, quite naturally, that the 
money could be spent elsewhere, 
such as their salaries. • 
A track is needed in order to 
keep any track team from Ithaca 
competitive, but how ,· much 
importance this holds in the 
overall picture of the college 
must be determined by the 
administration. 
MAD SHOW----FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT 
devoted to reteaching techniques 
the students should know. 
Assistant Professor of History 
Frank Falcone, has devised a 
packaged course for next 
semester entitled, "American 
Heroes (and Anti Heroes)". 
Broken down into thirteen or 
fourteen possible topics and 
allowing for students to do 
individual readings and research 
and then share them with the 
class, this course has attracted a 
large following. It was filled the 
day of preregistration and Mr. 
Falcone has a waiting list of 
thirty more already. 
The course will deal with 
American values and those 
people who have helped shape 
them. Biographies will be the 
course's staple and Mr. Falcone 
explained that people like to 
read biographies about famous 
people. He is using this to get 
history across ~o the student in 
HICKEY' 
.MQSIC·_ STOllE 
20 I ~- Tio~a SL 
Ii h m· a . N . Y ~ 
Now- 1=.,ap.8.'> 
a11d ~eco_rds · 
an enjoyable manner, because he 
feels the student leaves high 
school with a bad impression of 
history and never wants to go 
back to studying it. 
Student Conferences 
Ms. Alice Lory, teaching the 
Foundations of Wnting course, 
has set up individual conferences 
with her students every other 
week to discuss the student's 
assignment. Students find this 
set-up helpful. "At least, they 
tell me they do," remarked Ms 
Lory. 
Ms. Lory admitted that big 
difficulties in working this type 
of class-conference schedule 1s 
time and concentrat10n. "After 
six hours of reading and 
discussing papers. 1·111 
exhausted 1" 
She has her doubts about 
totally isolatmg the student 
from the class;oom with 
packaged courses. "The 
classroom is a kind of support," 
she said. and questioned which 
teaches the ~tudent more 
solitary learning or a classroom. 
She concluded that' a student 
needs not only to write and 
think, but also to talk. He needs 
a small classroom where he can 
have what he say~ queslloned 
and considered. and can watch 
the development of ideas. 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
since 1931 
.CHINESE: AMERICAN FOOD . 
118 W. State St. 
cany-oiit 
open Tue9day 
thru Sunday' 
fi:r a ~ in cuisine try ASIATIC GARDEN 
- . 
Student 
Monies 
Offered 
Students still have tune to 
apply for some of the $ I 22.1 
million that 1s ava1lablt' 111 the 
Basic Educational rpportulllty 
(;rants program tor the I '17 J-74 
school ye~r. 
8Js1c (; r,1nts. which are 
funded by the ll S. Office of 
Education. are available to 
first-lime students who began 
their post-high school education 
ortrammgatterJuly I, 11173,on 
a full-t1mt· basis. The~t> grants 
can ht· u~ed at ,1ny eligible 
1nst1tullon 1ncludm!,! regular 
colleges, un1vers1t1es. c0mmulllty 
or ju111or colleges. vocational or 
tech111cal ,chooh, ,ind hospital 
schouls of nur~mg-hoth public 
and private. pr0t1t and 
non-prot 11 
(;rant~ a1e ha~ed on ,1 tor111ul,1 
wluch takt·, 111to act·ount the 
cost ot tu1t1on. IL'e,. room . 
board, book,. ,uppl1t·,. and 
111c1denta I expense~, and the 
Jmount the ,tudcnt ,ind h1, or 
her t.1111ily c,111 cont11hutc rhe 
lormula 1~ Jpplied con~1,tently 
to .ill \ludcnh throug11out the 
country tor the 
i'J7.,-74 academic year Award~ 
range frolll ':>:'iO to a maximum 
ot \4 5~ tor each el1g1hle 
~tudent 
John Ott111a, US . 
Com m1ss1011cr of l·.ducat1on, 
~a1d"Moncy that ~tudents 
receive under this program 1~ 
tree and clear: 1t 1, not a loan 
that has to he paid back" 
Studenh may ohta111 an 
appl!callon torm tor a Basic 
Grant through their financial aid 
off1ct·r or guidance counselor. or, 
by wr!lmg to Box(;, Iowa City, 
Iowa 52240. 
Aterry Christmds 
1 
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By Bill Henk 
Incredible. Absolutely incredible. I just can't· 
believe it. (\.sk me who the greatest guitarist is in 
the modern rock world and I'd probably tell you· 
John McLaughlin. Ask me· who the greatest·, 
drummer is in the world and I'd probably have to 
say Billy Cobham. All. this after having seen the. 
Mahavishnu Orchestra in concert for the very first 
time, Thur,day night. I was simply that impressed.· 
!'hey played for an amazing two and a· half hours 
,tra1ght and their performan..:e was absolutely 
flawle,,. f-lawlc~,.-
Thank, to Cornell, thi, con..:ert was a sure shot 
winner lrom the word go. The painng of acts 
co11ldn'1 have hecn hetter. Weather Report and 
Jolin M..:Laughlin\ Mahav1,hnu Orche~tra are 
without a doubt twn of the strongest and most 
viable expenmcntal and improvisational hands 
going loday 
Weather Rl'porl began th 1, par I H:ular evening of· 
entcrlammcnt at approximately eight p.m. When 
the iroup 11,ell wa, tormed several year, ago, they 
were mi11,llly toulL'd a, the t1rsl supergroup of 
1a1.z. And with no ,mall amount of JUstif1..:ati'On 
l'hc hand onginally ·featured Joe Zawmul on 
keyboard, and ,ynthe,1zcr. Wayne Shorter nn 
wood 111,lrumcnls, M1ro,Jav V1tou, on ba,s, Jack 
Ddohnctlc on drum, and Dom Un Ramao un 
a,~orted per<.:u~~mn. f)eJnhnette lia~ since lelt the 
group. to he replat.:ed hy hie (;ravatt. The group 
Debbie- Dear 11Schatze" 
- .. 
has thus far r-eleased three lps for Columbia 
records. 
A dream like conglomeration- of jazz 
afficianados, much a!cin to rock's Blind Faith 
combination of the late 60's, Weather Report put 
on a m·ost impressive performance, lasting about 
50 minutes. And then came Mahavishnu. 
· John McLaughlin and cohorts have really got to 
be seen to be believed.· Just -an incredible sight. 
Five soloists going full blast at any given time, yet 
creating a cohesive and flowing, soaring brand of-
music; a music totally unique unto itself and 
·certainly quite unlike--anything you or I have ever 
heard before. And the force and drive behind that 
music is just as impressive. This band puts out 
·more energy in ten minutes_ than most groups do 
in entire shows. 
These pe,Rple take their music seriously. And 
they show it. All it takes is one look at Billy 
Cobham, arms flinging every which way, attacking 
his drums with a fury all his own. Almost winding 
up like a baseball player, pen.!hing his stick at the 
ready position for just a9 instant, and thcn--wham! 
- he ha~ to be seen to be believed. It's hard to 
remain consistently ~trong and- energetic 
ed musicians all. As 
fine a show as you'd ever want to see. It's hard to 
a~similate so mud1 talent at once, much less write 
about it. And i find myself at a supreme loss. in 
attempting to describe just what they were like in 
concert. Maybe that would be impossible. Words 
don't (nor can they) do justice to the performance 
witnessed. this night:- If this review-has convinced ·' 
you that maybe you should take the time to see _ 
these guys the next time they appear in your 
neighborhood, . then it's done it's job. The day I · 
feel able to competently and definitively review 
such an outrageously fine band as this in such a 
short period of time is the day I apply to 
Columbia's- School · of Journalism,. on early' 
decision_ . · 
Tony my Love, 
You are the best thing that ever 
happened to me. How"s that for your 
ego? 
To-Dave Lord-.J'he Real Santa; 
You make a good calendar. W!)a 
do you stuff your suit with? 
Vic To Dave Lord, 
S.I.P.-
Wheres.-.What's her name. uh · Oh 
Well. 
Thought you might like to see 
your name in Newsprint! 
y ou a re the exerciser 
inspiration of my life_ 
and 
I love you, 
Perv 
Is it true that Cosmopolitan asked 
You t~ pose for 'their centerfold •.• as 
an elf. . 
Dear Robyn-The Mysterious Wino 
Casey-
You better keep that zipper up 
dunng dinners from now on or else 
the Pervert will attack. 
Dear s,xth Floor Even, 
Hope that you have a very Merry 
Christmas or a Happy Chanul<ah 
whichever the case may be. Enjoy 
yourselves. but remember I'll be 
watching you. Love, 
The Diet Master 
S.A. 
Dear Snow-
Thanks for all the words in here. 
Our friendship doesn't have to be in 
pr,nt • as you say, we'H always be 
buddies. 
Both H.T.T.A.B.'s 
Bear-
Thanks for talking to me and 
letting me hang on to your jacket. 
Sorry I ran away Sunday night ... 
Y. 
Adrienne--
Get well soon, so partying can play 
a major role in all our lives. 
Mother 
Lu-
What happened to the running In 
place? You gave it up for the 
typewriter. I'm disappointed. 
Evil Canieval 
High Robyn-
It's 4:15 A.M. and you're still 
typing classifieds. Keep up the good 
work_ 
Love, 
Ale 
NAK~D JOURNALISM. 
But this. course_ will not -b~ 
taught I in the nude 
Dear sue 
To a best pal, best w,shes for a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year. see ya on January, unless you 
send the limo. 
2858 - You don't get anymore in 
here until you answer us! 
S.A. 
Quit the frown and start smiling or 
else my partying will have to take 
place. 
· Two Doors Down 
Jo~malism Cou~e-Workshop Will Be Offered During The 
Tlurd Block. _ Limited to -J 2 Students. 
Dear Cheryl, 
Love, 
counselor and Fraend 
Hope you do manage to have a 
good time over Christmas. Best 
wishes for the New Year. 
Dear Lisa Jonie, 
Love. 
John 
May you truly experience and 
enjoy a Christmas this year and ALL 
the festivities that go with this 
HolldaY but also best wishes for a 
Happy Hannukah. 
Love, 
Bartender 
P'S' too scrio• sn't 1t 
Dear Jody. 
Happy Holidays! 
Love, 
You Gotta Have 
Fnends~ 
Dear sue, . 
What <:an I say to such a good big 
little ku1 ellcept Best Wishes for a 
Happy Holiday Season. Please stay 
well. 
Love, 1 
0-T-W. 
Uh-
l know your birthday was a, few 
days ago but I 111 announce 1t here -
Happy Birthday! Hope it really was 
the best ever (Hot damn look out!) 
A. 
Slue-
Keep smiling during finals and this 
weekend too. I haven't seen you too 
much this week but I'm still 
G.Y.M.R. 
Lo\fe! 
0 ear Santa, 
How come you look so much like 
the Director of Housing? ' 
Dear Peg and Leah-
Thanx for the belts of- Johnny 
Walker. See you on the Cape. 
Love, 
Your Joyal 
- Ad·layout Ed. 
BUY DALE'S FANTASTIC 
BARGAINS! See Cl.i_ssifieds .. 
Ithaca ,~lleg,. _ Stu.fleots· 
FRIDAY AND .$UN1JIY N/Gl/t. 
sari I/I/ti. 111r1·1o,p1s· · . · 
S:00-~0:30 PM Ch G" ,· llll... ·~~~9:WJ!~;. 
fRll>A'VS . _ r..1I S\JNDAYS· 
205 Eliaira ·Rel. ·J'.tl,aca .-· · · ' 
To Enroll Contact Andy at X601 or_ Paui at 277-3497 .. 
/. 
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-TRAVEL 
•.1Nmv,10UAL & Gliou,tt&~VEL 
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..... , . --
•. 
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ANTIOCH 'BAL TIMORE--a college of. ·alternat,vt;~ 111 .,nr1prqr.1<lu,1t1• ,,.,n 
graduate education, a leader ,n new ways of lc,drn111y Thr> B,111,morp Cent,•r 
of :Antioch College appeals to those who w.int to ;,ffprt rt..1nqes ,n our 
soc1etv-_We offer a wide ra_nge of·programs • 
B.A. in: Human.Services• Law. Commun11v and Pol<t•c~ • Soc ,,i Research · 
and Strategies • Urban Media. including v',£lPo pho1oqr,1nhv <1n,1 f.1m • -
Creative Wnt111g • Dance • Theatre ~ M.A in MPr11,1 S•,111,.,, 
Ant1ochiBaltimore·s concurreot work stud1r. pro9ram ,s <1,?s,qne,1 · ro .i,n 
students in su-pportmg themselves and compiPmPnt n,ur,sf' · work or 
1nd1vidual and group pro1ects Most of our classes ,or,• tlf'ICl di noc1hr arlC~ .,..,, 
award credits for documented life work e•pP.roenc;; Tonav s colleges ,1ne1 
universlt1es.must-~espond to the needs of the comniun,111·~ that surrou11r1 
~hem. We_~re committed.to making our programs lt'S(l01'Sl\lf' ·We~ttemot 
to provide f111anc,al assistance to s1udenci; w,1h need We ..irr cnns,der,ng 
applicants for··Wmter and Sprong 1974 . .,. ' · 
ANTIOCH COLLEGl BAL '.<\l(ll>f 
Ross Po loge, Oft,ce ot Admi<s1.on, 
·:525 SI Paul.Stree1· 8a1t,nio1e, Ma•vl.111,1 l,'202 -
T e1epho~~~,;io1 837 6965 
\ 
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-Director 
. . \ Cameo 
By Leah Fackos 
It seems that many plays open 
.and close on the IC campus with 
little acclaimation ever going to 
the directors of these sundry 
productions. The actors and 
technitians almost always receive 
mention via reviews, but the 
directors seem to take the back 
seat. In an effort to lfr,ing them 
· center stage and make them 
knqwn to t-he colle_ge 
~--) . 
t:j In 'l'), ~ ~\ 
(r J J.., 
~~r~.r 
-lr , 
\...- ~ I 
. h---...J/ 
:~----' \/J 
' ,it=~ i 
- .---L -· _ __t:t.L.J.J../ 
more easily produced with 
proscenium staging. 
Just because it's a childrens' 
play doesn't mean the show has 
to be played down. Bardwell 
feels that there are elements that · 
will appeal to both young and 
.old. "There is an adult approach 
to a· couple of -lines ... and 
something bizaar in every 
scene." 
Bardwell is quite proud of 
having brought to fame a new 
technical crew position 
"Bleacher Ban~~~s". ( which can 
MANSON 
By Stephen H. Swartz 
ls Charles Manson a re-incarnation of Jesus 
Christ or the devil incarnate? Is he a reflection of 
American society or a wicked abberation from it? 
The film documentary Manson poses these 
questions and leaves it up to the viewers to devise 
their own answers. Charles Manson, the Manson 
"family," the district attorney who presecuted the 
Tate-LoBianca murder case, they all talk for 
themselves. There are no interviews with 
sociologists or psychologists to· help us make up 
our minds as to why these 'people act and acted 
the way they did. 
The Tate killings and the subsequent trial are 
the focal points of the film but 1t is in the pre and 
post-trial documents, when we find out in detail 
what kind of life Manson and his followers led as 
children and young adults, when we find out 
about their perversions and percept10ns of society. 
that the film becomes fascinating and terribly 
chilling. The children of Charles Manson started 
out their lives as the God-fearing Brownies and 
boy scouts that we all were brought up to be. 
Many are college graduates, most were of 
middle-class backgrounds, most are physically 
attractive. How could these representative children 
of The Great Society have gone so very wrong'? 
How could they have been led to believe that the 
words of a sadistic, over-sexed ex-con were the 
gospel? 
Manson and lus family appear in <.hffercnt 
guises: they arc lovers, haters, little children, 
raving maniacs. The one element that pervades the 
family is their overwhelming insecunty. Manson', 
women arc constantly fondling shot guns ot 
knives, Chris Watkins talk~ with hi$ flute ever by 
his side, Steve Doiman is filmed petting and 
playing with animals. One gets the feeling that 
they are all children playing sick adult games. 
Their fantasies and actions become one in spurts 
of terror and bloodshed. Looking like China dolls 
painted with the faces of the guards at Auschwitz. 
three tiny women tell us that Charlie was a 
reflection of ourselves---of ,ocicty as a whole. 
"Every girl should have a daddy like Charlie," 
one says. 
Another girl says that no one who" has been 
weaned on t.v. should be shocked by v10lence; no 
matter how brutal the crime may be. The fact that 
Sharon Tate was killed, as well as her baby still in 
its mother's womb, barely affects one of the girls. 
"I am no good for anything but to be used by 
you as a scapegoat," Manson tells us, and smiles. 
By conventional standards, the confessions of 
Manson and his family should be considered the 
ravings of homicidal maniacs. But, due to the sheer 
number and diversity of background of those that 
remain committed to Manson, we are forced to 
come to terms with their insanity. Is 1t years of 
drugs and indoctrination that have made them so 
calloused to the death of innocent people'1 If that 
be the case, what, then, led them to become 
anaesthetized in the first place'? 
Finally, we come to the conclusion thJt Manson 
and his family are as much v1ct1ms as the people 
they so brutally murdered. To understand 1s by no 
means to condone the act, but we must realize 
that their mama 1, a ,ickness fostered and 
intensified by our society. The children ot Mamon 
were neglected children: they were the outcast~. 
the failures. the people shoved Jwav from the 
mainstream. Lo,t and hurt. they cho,~· to 1m1tate 
the basest act10ns of that mainstream. How 
different. reJlly. are the China dolls. who cradle 
guns as if they were babies. from the Green Berets 
and other ,anctioned k11ler,'' It 1, too often true. 
and 1t hurts to adrmt 1t. but when we look at the 
family. we do see a glimpse of our,elves. That's 
not to say that every mother's son 1, J Man,on, 
but. lookmg through a glass distorted. Charlit· ,1nd 
his brood are the bastard sons and daughter, of a 
society gone crazy. To halt· them. lt-.1r thc·m. 
vil11fy them, 1s a natural human reaction. hut to 
see them only a, lunatic devianh 110111 the norm 
and not sad, twisted products ol th,1t norlll. would 
be a cnme ot apathy almo,t a, great J, th,1t of the 
woman who shrugged. oll the de,ith of Sharon 
Tate's baby 
Manson. st documentary hy L1w1ence ~krnd,. 
1s currently at the Tnpham mer ( ·11wma 
-Mime Co,np"ny Pastel 
By Cathy Lynch 
PHOTQBYJONIYOKOM 
ROBERT BARDWELL 
Patchworks, a collec·t1on of four, l 5 minute 
pantomimed skits and several short comic blackouts. 
was presented Fnday night in the Mam Theatre of 
the Performing Arts Building. The production 
group was called the Pastel .Mime Company. and 
the name fits precisely-there are no vibrant 
"colors" in the show and the final impression 1s 
that the whole thing was rather pastel, and 
frank)y, very blah. 
The obviou, skill ot the lour pertormer, wa, 
present-II was J ,hame that the matenal wasn't 
better, although that was not the only tl11ng at 
fault. !'he performance lacked a neces,ary vitality 
and the m11nc art1s1' c<iuld have stood more 
concentratron: many l11lle~ the mv1,1ble furniture 
they used grew or shrank 
community, The Ithacan will 
offer a cameo review of each 
director on the opening of each 
of the college's majo~ 
productions. 
Our first cameo spotlight goes 
to Mr. Robert Bardwell, associate 
professor of the ctepartment of 
Drama-Speech. Bardwell opened 
a production of William 
Glennon's children's fantasy 
Aladdin last night. 
Aladdin marked the 30th 
show Bardwell has directed at IC 
in the fourteen years that he has 
J,een a member of the faculty. It 
is the first show that he's 
directed at IC that" has been 
geared to a juvenile audience. 
There is no course in 
production of childrens' theatre 
at I.C., and in the past the void 
has been filled by Theta Alpha 
Phi (the drama fraternity) 
producing a childrens play 
annually. According to Bardwell, 
the Drama-Speech department 
was intriqued with the' number 
of .small-fry theT AP productions 
were drawip.g. "Why not latch 
on to a good thing!" mirdwell 
also voieed the opinion that 
departmental direction of a 
children's show would allow 
more intricate exploration· into 
the different aspects of theatre a 
production of this nature entails. 
"It might seem "like it would 
be alot easier," stated Bardwell, 
referring to the simple plot 
· structure of a childrens' play. He 
however, finds it equally 
challenging as any other 
·production; and because of the 
simple story line more time can 
·, be spent,on the technicat effects. 
He also feels that the arena poses 
an""added challenge, because the-.: 
visual-magical eff~cts could be 
be included on one's resume). 
These bangers are used under the 
seats to give particular scenes a 
transcending effect. 
Bardwell wants everyone to 
have fun on viewing his 
· production of Aladdin _as he puts 
it, "Everyone likes a story; its 
still fun to hear hear them being 
· told."- In answer to anyone a bit 
leary of the production he 
added, "Anyway .. .lt's mercifully 
short." 
..__ 
A large audience turned out, but many ot its 
members were disappointed. The cliche of a little 
boy in a toy shop with toys that come alive, was 
slow moving and at timcs;,downnght dull. Another 
offering was an experiment in slapstick, but that 
too, did not work as well as 1t might have There 
were some bright moments, especially near the end 
of the program but they were too few and tar 
between to !eally hold your interest. 
I/VE. SPECIALIZE IN 
Plf:>ES BY 
Their ,1111ple scenic effects illu,trated what 
pleasant things could he done on a shoe-strmg 
budget and there wa, 111ce use ot mu,1c and 
costumes. But one ean·t help ted111g that Jn 
elementary school audienct' would have been 
much more appreciative 
A workshop. intended a, an 111troduct1on to 
tmme _and· its value in expanding unag111at1on and 
creat1v1ty, wa, conducted Saturday afternoon m 
the Crossroad,. in con_1unct1on with the progranr. 
Thi, workshop concentrated on exerc1,e, 
important for the great bodily control needed. 
how illus1ons are produced through what the body 
is doing, and md1v1dual and group partic1pat1on. 
SAVINELU, LARSEN, BEN WADE, 
CHARATAN,~OBEY,GBD, 
OUR O\M\I HOUSE BRAND DON RAFAEL 
CANDLES CUSTOM BLENDING 
(SAMPLE A BOWLFULL) 
DECATUR 
UNIQUE KEYSTONE PUZZLES SMOKER'S ACCESSORIES 
""('O~S <;fe R~i:.:4Re--,..,..~ BEN"T:_LEY BUTANE LIGHTERS E. ~~,s ~3· f..A.R 4 ' P4CI( flE..""('""(' s9 '\ 
&t 100, s ADULT GAf\.ES c\~~ ~. 
S 50¢ ~E,GU 
TEAS & COFf:EE FROM AROJ NO THE V\.ORLO 
. ART REPRODUCTIONS & PRINTS -· 
Also se~ng the College Town area: call tn you Ol"dar mornings befo 12 :00 
at 273-9694 and pick tt up at-the House of Shalimar, 411 Coltege_Ave ... ~r 3:00 
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l'J\f ary Stuart'' at Cornell 
An Absurd1st view of history 
is Mary Stuart by German 
playwright Wolfgang 
Hildesheimer. The Cornell 
University Theatre opened the 
American premiere of the work 
based on the last day in the life 
of the Scottish Queen last 
.. weekend, with performances 
scheduled Wednesday, through 
Saturday, December 5-8. It will 
be given in the Willard Straight 
Theatre, with curtain time at 
8:15 p.m. 
Written 111 1969-1970, Mary 
Stuart was first performed in 
Dusseldorf, (iermany, with 
Mad,ime Maria Becker 111 the 
title role. Mme. Becker 1s now 111 
the United States and Canada on 
tour, giving rec1tat1ons. · as a 
rcpre~entauve of the German 
Republic. When contacted in 
New York by Barbara Dean, 
M.F /\. graduate 111 Cornell's 
profess10nal· program who play~ 
Marv Sttr..trl, Mme Becker 
cxpr~ssed great 111tere,t 111 the 
poss1b1hty of com111g to Ithaca 
to ~cc the [J1udu~·t10n and talk 
with students She 111tormed 
Mis, Dean that thl· lhlde~he1mn 
play will b,: rl·v1vcu 111 
Dusscluort 111 the near tuture 
Woltgang llildl'~h_e1mer wa, 
born and lived 111 (iermany until 
the Nazi~ came to power. when 
he moved with h,1, tamily Ill 
Pak,l ine in l 'I 34 ·1 here Ile 
~tud1ed graphic arh, later going 
to London to study p.imtrng and 
stage design. lfr was a Br1t1sh 
liaison officer 111 Palestmc during 
World War II. and wa~ later an 
interpreter at thl' Nuremberg 
trials of NJLI war cnnunab. In 
\ l)SD he returned tu Ccrrnany to 
live in Bavana. gaw up pa1n1111g 
and becaml' a dramat1sl. f11s 
dramati<.: career ,tarted with a 
scne~ of witty and tantastic 
radio play,. 1-rom thb type ol 
rntellcctual thnller to Theatre ol 
1 he /\bsurd was a ~ornewhat 
natural development. /\bsurdist 
theatre, to llildcsheuncr, is a 
theatre of parables. 
In his Comments on an 
Historical Scene. Hildeshe1mer 
writes of h1~ play. Mary Stuart, 
"Insofar as this play 1~ not only 
'h1stoncal.' but also 'absurd.' 1t 
makes the claim that history 1s 
ab~urd." In h1~ commentary. the 
playwright affirm, that s111ct' we 
havt' no knowledgl' ol the mner 
motives of h1s1oncal t1gurl's. 
historical biography is u~eles~. 
since we cannot evaluate the 
relative value systems, the laws 
obeyed, by historical personages, 
we cannot speak in absolute 
terms about them or what they 
did. Such interpretations can 
only be pure speculation. 
Mary Stuart, according to 
Hildesheimer, lived a life before 
which the imaginative faculty of 
every honest historian must 
break down. Factual letters, 
documents and ambassadorial 
reports lead to a realization that 
her life was a single battle for 
power; a battle which at first 
grew and then declined in 
imprisonment. If she had given 
up her claim to a kingdom, she 
could ·trave lived happily in 
France to an advanced age, 
barring natural causes. Instead, 
she chose to marry one after the 
other a child debilitated by 
1llness, an unstable, foggyminded 
lop, and a brutal adventurer, 
hvtd Ill continual hasty moves 
from one castle to another for 
reawns of safety 1f not of war or 
uprismgs, and surrounded herself 
by a constantly-changing pack "of 
men motivated by greed and 
blood thirstiness. The question, 
as H1ldeshe1mer writes. 1s not so 
much how a woman could 
endure such a hie, it is instead: 
how did thmgs appear inside 
such an 111d1vidua1'1 
M ,l k I n g n o a t t em pt to 
interpret. the playwright 
presents Mary Stuart as the facts. 
available would 111d1cate the 
woman to he, showing her in the 
last moment:, of her 
tempestuous power-dnven hfc, 
surrounded hy those who have 
no more love for her than she 
ha~ tor them. A fasc111ating play, 
it p; a revealmg glimpse of real 
people motivated by 
all-too-human emotions. 
Di rccting Mary Stuart is 
Jame!> II. Clancy. The gloomy 
castk setting 1s designed by Joan 
Churchill. Doug Marmce has 
designed costumes of the period. 
Lighting 1s designed hy Rick 
Churchill. 
Tickets will be available at the 
fheatre Box Office. lower floor 
of Willard Straight Hall, from 
1 ::!-3 :00 p. 111 .• Monday through 
h1day Telephone reservations 
may be made hy calling 256-5165 
during Box Office hours 
Students and sen10r c1t1zens who 
show ID card~ may purchasl: at a 
discount. 
OVAL DIAM_ONDS ·MAKE 
A BEAUTIFUL 
ENGAGEMENT RING 
Patten~ Jewefei:1 
cftntiqu.e and £ital:£ Je.wef 7.![' 
7 S8 f.Pfe.a!J.ant §'tor.n c::Road 
f!th.aca, c::N.cy. 14850 
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What Christlllas Means· To ... 
By Fred Raker 
Christmas is a time for giving and receiving. It's 
a time when there should be peace on Earth and a 
chicken in every pot. Our family does not 
celebrate Christmas; however, I personally feel it's 
a holiday for all to share and enjoy. Hope_fully on 
Christmas Day it will be snowing' outside and 
chestnuts will be roasting on an open fire and 
maybe Jack Frost will be nipping at my nose. 
As my Uncle Muck (you've heard of M1;1ck 
Raker!) always says, "Give and you shall receive; 
receive and the other team will kick off." This is 
what Christmas means to me. The following are 
some other enlightening views of what Christmas 
means: 
Ralph Nader. .. Christmas is the time when toys ar_e 
manufactured at an amazingly increased rate. This 
tends to bring, out many faulty games and dolls 
and the such, making many children· unhappy at a 
moment 'when joy should be prominent. I feel that 
if the true Christmas spirit was enacted, there 
would be shorter lines at· the returns department 
of stores all across the country. I could go on 
forever, but I've got to get back to building my 
son's Christmas presents. 
Jack Rosenburginsky ... Christmas-Vats dat? 
Spiro T. Agnew ... The Chnstmas spirit calls for 
forgivmg and forgetting. Would you believe giving 
and getting? 
Don Rickles ... Wlrnt docs Chnstmas mean to me? 
That's a bnlliant question. What do you want from 
my life?.' Out of all the guys in- this room you 
gotta pick on a short, bald, Jewish guy. You're a 
dummy, you know that! I hope your Christmas 
tree gets a rash!!! 
Vic Tanny ... Christmas, to me, is just another 10 
pounds. 
The King Family ... Christmas is one of the five 
days.out of the year that we are employed. 
Henry Fonda .. .I don't know about yo_u b~t 
Christma;; i.s very special to me and my family. It s 
when I get L 'l take their pictures by the Chnstmas 
tree while the)' open up their presents. Of course 
it's such a thrill to see the sickened look on their 
faces when they find they've all got GAF cameras 
and GAF color print film. I'm such a Scrooge! 
Bob K.ratchit ... Christmas ... Baaa, humbug!!! 
Miss Vicki...Christmas is so psychodelic. God bless 
everyone, even Tiny T!m-and I do~ 't mean the 
jerk who sings like a yak! 
Camac the G(eat ... May Jonathan Livingston 
Seagull do a nose dive, in your egg nog. 
Stealah F. Sackotz ... Christmas means running 
amuck with your Uncle Muck! 
Kris Kringle ... Oy, am, I glad I've got reindeer 
instead of a car. With this gas shortage I wouldn't 
get farther than Bayonne, New Jersey! 
Richard Millhouse Nixon .. .I'm glad you asked me 
that question. I think Christmas is a time for peace 
and goodwill. There should be happiness 24 hours 
a day on Christmas. In fact, my "24-hour 
Happiness Bill" is being.viewed by Congress right 
now. The Christmas spirit is not only to receive 
but to give. And that is- why, my fellow 
Americans, I am going to give up all my 
tapes-even the ones I can't find-to Mr. Claus. l 
will leave them in the fireplace ·so he'll be sure to,. 
see them. Merry Christmas, America ... and Happy 
Hanukah, too! 
ITHIIFL/tK! PREV/Elf 
By Sam Milgrim 
Patton comes to Ithaca College on December 
8th and 9th. This biographical action film, 
( starring George C. Scott, Karl Malden and Edward 
Binns l 1s directed by Franklin Schaffner, a master 
director. One of the many great performances that 
Schaffner encourages comes from Scott, who won 
and refused one of the six academy awards 
presented to the film. Scott expertly portrays 
General George S. Patton, a deeply pious and 
equally profane man,' to a point of perfection. The 
film is the story of the rise· to fame of Patton 
through the successes of his third army, and the 
story of his eventual down-fall. Patton is a film not 
to be merely watched, but experienced. It will b6., 
presented in TI02 at 7·00 and 9:30 for $.75. 
December 15th and I 6th is a bad weekend for 
Just about anything but studying. But, the hhaca 
Flick for this particular weekend may be just good 
enough to make a two hour break worthwhile. The 
film is Sometimes A Great Notion. It is directed 
by Paul Newman ( who 1s also the star) and it is 
one of the most talent-laden films to be released in 
recent y.:ars. The cast includes such notables as 
Henry Fonda, Lee Remick, Michael Sarrizan and 
Richard Jaekel. 
Sometimes A Great Notion 1s the story of a 
lumberjack family in the timberlands of Oregon 
and their fight to maintain their individuality. Ids 
the story of family bonds versus community 
pressure and it is possibly one of the most 
meaningful films to come out of 1972. 
Sometimes A Great Notion will be presented on 
December 15th and 16th at,. 7:00 and 9:30 in 
TI02 for S.75. 
On January 19th and 20th Hillel will present a 
film but on January 26th and 27th the S.A.B. 
Ithaca Flicks return with What's Up Doc. This 
incredible screwball comedy, starring Barbra 
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal and directed by Peter 
Bogdonovich is a story that can only,,.,be described 
as out of the thirties - Cary Grant genre. If you 
don't understand that, you probably won't 
understand the film. But, you will still entirely 
enjoy it. 
From the inside of the Chinese dragon, ( used in 
the cha~ scene) to the waters of San Francisco 
Bay, (where the chase eventually ends) What's Up 
Doc is one of the most insane films ever and one 
of the most memorable. It will be presented on 
January 26th and 27th in TI02 at 7:00 and 9:30 
for $.75. 
Starting 'February will be one of th_e better 
detective films made in recent years, Dirty Harry. 
Directed by Don Siegel, it is the stor"y"of Harry 
Callaan (played by Clint Eastwpod) a detective 
that can always be trusted, as long as he is in ,front 
of you. 
With his partner (played by Reni Santoni) Harry 
is on the trail of a sniper who has been terrorizing 
San Francisco. Harry does his job as well as any 
detective might except for tl).e fact that Harry 
never plays by the rules. The scene is set for one of 
the most suspensful film chases since Bullit. 
Dirty Harry is well worth $.75 and it will be 
presented in Tl 02 at 7:00 and 9:30 on February 2 
and 3. 
Also comtng, The Candidate (February 9 and 
J 0), Fritz The Cat (February I 6 and I 7) and a 
chance to tell the S.A.B. film committee what you 
want to see. Members of the committee will man a. 
booth in the lobby of the Union from I 2~00 to 
'4:00 P.M. on January 17, 18, 21, 22 and 23. Tell 
them what you want to see and they will try to 
bring it. 
. Last of all, the' film committee would like to 
'express it's apologies for the sudden room change 
on Charly. it' was an unavoidable eighth hour 
decision. The committee would also like to thank 
Mr. Robert Pratt of the Drama Department for his 
invaluabl_e help on short notice. 
· Kowciltunaa11. 
LIVl'N·GSTON -TAYLOR 
plus C~untry c·ookin1 
- (blue9ra••) 
in concert · ,,· . . , 
Mansfie,ld State CoHege 
Sat. -a>ec. ·a·- 1:00.·P.M. - Str~u9h~ ·Aud. 
~ Tickell- $3 at the· cloor . : 
,c'm.on do.wn,11. 
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,f/flddin Rates ·.R(lves lrom -Kids 
By Leah Fackos 
"My name is Tom and rm ~ine years· old .. -.My f,- 1 
favorite chara1:tef is the Genii. .. He's scarey ... He's 
so big." - . . . 
,;I like the Princess, she's so beautiful.". 
. "My name is Shauna and I "really like this 
play .. .l like the magic." 
''MY. favorite--is the monkey.;J wish I had a 
monkey that danced like that." 
"I have a genie like that at ho~e ... My name is 
Tim ... You know what? I'm Alaadin." -
These were but a few· of the responses from the 
. small fry in the opening night audienc~. anhe IC 
Drama and Speech Department's production of 
Aladdin, La,"st · nigb.t, the audience, whether young 
or old had a great deal of fun watching ·the IC 
;1rena stage transcend the college_ world to !he 
ancient fairy.tale ·1and of Bagdad. The magical 
effects were dazzling, the.costum1es bright, making 
the over-all production a totally bewitching 
experience, for one and all. , 
The plot line adheres closely to the story ~f 
Aladdin and the magic lamp, with the genies saving 
Aladdin from the dark haired stranger and his 
getting the beautiful Princess in the enq. The 
scrip~ by .William Glennon, however, sont&ined a 
great deal of witty dialogue that could be played 
. up for the adult audience, without losing any of 
the meaning-for .the kiddies. 
. The kids on hand last· night said it all better 
than.any reviewer could ever hope to. The squeals 
of approval, the hiss_ing at the villian and . the 
expressions on their faces could never be put mto 
·words. It was evident that in their opinion the 
prod~_~ion was tops. Th~y- weren't -trying to find 
' ~he ~nswers to how genies appeared"; accepting the 
111!-)Sl_Q~S for magic, one thing that the adults might 
have had problems with. 
The ac_ting taient exhibited on stage was great. 
Michael Slade (Aladdin), Roberta Morse (The 
· Princess), Ellie McManus_ (Koquina), June 
Ba'xendale (Aladdin's Mother), B'arbi '• Bernstein 
· (Genie of the Ring), Charles Kirck (Genie of the 
Lamp),, Matt Kwiat (Sultan), and Gary Lippi. 
(Zorah); were all well received. Jacqueline Percival, 
.- however, stood out as.. Toodle-de·TOQS, the dancing 
monkey. Alth_ough she had no lini;s, she captured 
the hearts of the young and old alike. with her 
whimsical dancing and facial expressions. 
The technicals, however, deserve the greatest 
portion of the center stage spotlight. The 
appearances and disappearances were handled with 
percision and the lighting and sound effects also 
added greatly to the over-all effect. The t:'ostumes. 
of Ritchie Spencer also deserve the plaudits of all, 
their brightness and color added another aura and 
demension to the fantasy. And not to go 
unmentioned was the very versatile set of George 
Hoerner. 
If you're up for transcending the college scene. 
expecially with finals coming up, Aladdin is just 
what you're looking for. It will take you back to 
· · an intellectual kind of second childhood letting 
you laugh at its utter zannincss. 
As one of the kids in the audience put it, "I 
liked it...l don'·t know why ... What difference docs 
it make, I said I liked it." This view isn't quite 
what this reviewer had in mind, but it 1s a show 
that everyone will enjoy for some reason. So, be 
sure to catch a performance of Aladidin, before 
Bagdad leaves Ithaca never to return again. 
PHOTO BY KEN MELECH 
Follies Puppet Sllow -· II Rew"rding Experience 
· ·' "Tricky" · on such matters ar re-election and Foll~wing the "Dracula" scrne the audi_L·nce 
0 By Robby Morse Watergate tapes. Nixon's dog, Scrabble, also enters viewed a beautiful serie~- of dancing f1gun:s: J 
-· and makes amusing puns out of Nixon's every skeleton whose body 1usl _kept com111g On · entering Textor 1-02, the loc~le for the 
puppet show last Sunday ,night, the audience_ was 
immediately prepared for· an evening of 
enjoyment. Music of an old time piano resounded 
in the room, a~ the mood was set and the curtain 
opened on the first scene of the show. 
. · A short skit was performed UY music, in wl),ich 
the puppets sang a catchy tune. Laughter from 
people of all ages could be heard, as they watched 
attentively. The' second scene took place in the 
office .of none other .than, "Tricky Dick." We 
found him in an enc.ounter with· his alphabet 
professor. Some witty li-nes emerged in this 
·sequence: the President, being very proud of his 
· 1essons recites," ·1 0.D'd on O.J. and I always B.S." 
The professor leaves and the "Pres" is Jeft...in his 
office which is decorated with the American flag, a 
toilet stall, and a p1cture of Mickey Mouse on the 
wall. Martha Mitchell then enters followed by 
Henry Kissinger, both of wn,om converse with 
cornell _ concert commission presents 41. 
,• .. 
' • ',._ • • _;' ' 'I - ' ' •. 
-:..., __ ,::;,.-·,~:-"~:~ -_.- - · ... ,' ,. '; , ' ; - •,, 
. : - ~- . 
... -·"'-' .. 
. ~ '• -.. . ...., . 
word. unconnected at the joints, a pink ekphant with 
The puppets were i;olorful and imaginative. wiggly ears, trunk, and tail and finally a mass of 
Much thought was obviously given to their design hair which danced to the 111us1.: "'llair." The 
as they resembled the characters who thev were concluding dance was an interpn•11ve hand 
portraying. The dialogue was also indicative" of the movement hacked up by a poetry rcad111g and 
characters. (i.e. Nixon's constant repetition and underscored with music. A story was told a~ 
referenc~ to sports.) The ideas were clever but too .graceful human hands acted 1t out. Very well 
sophisticated for children. The youngsters were done. The evening ended with a film of The Pied 
intrigued with the puppets and the marvelous Piper which wa, presented at Ithaca College la~I 
soun~ effects but they were totally unaware of the spring. 
context. 
The dialogue along with the music wa~ 
The second show, "Dracula and the Witehe, -prerecorded and was' a pleasure to 11,IL'n to. The 
Broom" was fantastic for children. Ezmarelda, a puppets were cleverly designed, a 1oy to loo!-, al good witch, loses her broom to Dracula but ·and the manipulation of the puppels wa, very 
with the help of the wizard and the little hoy, impressive, a complement well de~erved. 
Wally,- she gets it back just in time to fly off lo The Center .has developed a wonderful cour,e 
the· witches' convention. This scene showed under the direction ot I hl' Foll 1c,' Puppet 
excellent manipulation of the puppets, evident in Company. Anybody with 1mag1nal1011 and 
Dracu)a?s rising out of"a trunk. Voice quality was devotion should look 11110 1111, cour,e as 11 ~eem~ 
'also an att~ibute in this scene. to he a rewarding experience. 
·-' 
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The Bookstore 
--
will be Qp_en 
Tuesday, 
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Thursday 
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until 
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· B·y Mike Hunt -F o·r 9 ave (-Stu.dent 
Co-ordinator); 
--' \ --
i(nowlton 
Acliv.ities 
Rumor has it that Christmas 
vacati.on is coming and since it is -
coming I a·m proud .to say that I 
}:lave, for the holiday season, 
stopped my roving and roaming, 
seeking and peeking· for singing 
and- sighing,· stopping and 
-- 4,000 descriptions of_ just 
what it is he does· to be 
. delivered to _every student 
on campus. 
For l{enny May '<President 
_ Student Congress); 
shopping. 
Like all good shoppers, from 
President Phillips to Robert I.. 
Feigenb·aum, I have a Christmas 
gift list: Since all of my columns 
have . concerned what other 
P.e(?ple are seeking al\d saying, I 
fee.I it proper that for once you 
people should know what I am 
thinking in the (orm of my 
Christmas gift list. So gang, · 
ready or.not, here. it is ... 
For President Phillips (President 
Ithaca College); 
a Johnny Carson look 
alike doll seated in a G.I. 
Joe helicopter. 
a repfacement. __ 
For- Aleta Karam (Area 
co-ordinator Terraces): 
l_!guarantee that dorms will 
not slide for five years or 
50,QOO miles whichever 
comes first. 
For Rapunzel(?); 
. I give Snow White. 
For Eileen Dkkinson (Exec. 
Asst. to the President); 
an autographed picture of 
Ellis Phillips's look alike, 
-Jop.nny Carson. 
For Shawn Bennett (Chairperson 
of Student.Congress); 
- a case of chronic laryngitis 
that strikes only during 
Student Congress 
/ 
-
·Prof.- of C~mmunications); 
his own personal Ithacan 
to give to the School of 
CommuQications. 
For IntraCollege (Office of 
Public Affairs Bulletin); 
a public affair and an issue 
of IiltraC9llege where the 
movie and· the time are 
both right at the same 
time. 
For Audrey Kleiner . (typical 
student); .· 
.a b9x of - stationary to 
write all the E. Tower 
S.A.'s with:-
For George, Thomas Spence 
J.Area Co-ordinator Towers); 
a new pair of socks to go 
with. his new desert b6ots 
to be -presented to -him at 
the Rosebud at 4 a.m. 
For Walter Mulholland (Director 
of Testing}; 
an infinite test with no 
- end and no- beginning. 
For Don· Runyon (Co-ordinator 
of Residential Life); 
a dull razor. 
For Lynne lger (Head Resident 
East Tower); 
. meetings. · 
For Gus (Constantine} Perialis For Sam Milgrim (typical 
a year's supply of flat 
black, ·makeup and a 
detachable gear shift 
modelled after those 
supplied ./in an Opel 
Manta (Vice ~resident Student Affairs}; , student}; -
his v~ry own official Mike · a book entitled 101 Ways 
Hunt Ithacan Press pass. . to tell Humorous Stories. 
For L.H. Mc Nealy · (Head of'. For Frank Benedict ( ty_pical 
Saga); student}; 
For Paul Marino (a very typical 
student}; 
• Mike Wolski, another very 
typical student. one of Saga's specialities, a · a lesson in literacy. 
.. 'hot" ~old plate and a For Peggy Wilson (Head 
"cold" hot plate. Resident Dorm 8);. 
For Jeff Rothfus (a typical 
student); 
a smile. 
For ..._Brian Sarris (Mgr. Towers 
Dining Hall); 
two R.A.'s. 
For Andy Comins (R.A. Te~race 
For Dean Brown (Co-ordinator I OA); 
a beef board made of real 
beef. 
of Counselling and Orientation}; four inches. 
an official Sigmund Freud For The Ithacan (Campus 
For Dave Lord (Director of psy.cho-analysis couch. Newspaper); 
Housing); . For M.B. Jones (Area Co- a book entitled Mike Hunt 
ordinator for the Quads); Quotable Quot~s . ..,to live a stock of paint in .a 
multitude of drab 
colors. 
a scale model of Hap's · on after I've graduated. 
Wrecking Service or the For the Students of I.C.; 
For Lou Whithiam (He\l,d of 
Safety and Security); 
-- . . ... -~: - - . - ~ ~ ~ ·-
Quad Dorms depending on another· semester of 
how yo_u look at it. nothing to do, nowhere to 
For Bob Iger, Mike .Riley, and . go, and nobody to see. 
.For 
. my ·personal. collection of 
The Hardy Boys; - ' 
Joseph Brown (Registrar); 
a booklet entitled "How 
to Keep Your College 
Community Cohesive by 
Holding Finals at the Last 
Possible Moment.'' 
Bob I Krenzer (Housing Honeys); Fmallr, to everyo!1e; . 
-- a generous supply of Happy tratls ~o you until 
. . we meet agam"-"Happy training brass . . _ 
F Lloyd Ecker (Chairman trails to you keep sm1!mg 
S ~ B )· until then "Happy trails to 
· · ~ ~ s. A. B: that does you till we meet ag!lin" ( as 
s . 0 m e t h i n g sung by Roy Rogers, Dale 
successfully ... nothing. Evans, and the sons of the 
For Donald Woodman < Asst. Pioneers) 
Jtl1aca ,~11ege 
1\oo:kgforc 
·Records 
I 
at --Big 'Dj~counts!- _-
... ---- -$ave up to $~.00! 
·, 
-Major fabef LP'sf JQp artiSts! ·-
,' 
.mos·t~ (11b,,_ms~: $I-. 98 
. . 
' - - \ 
.; .. -... 
5(Jo/c of stoCk 
Classicals· 
' 
. ·:·~;.:.:: ?, f. - 1·~~/. ':=,.': ~.: , '. '·- .. / . · -~- ; , L;i· 
_ ~;,.~~tJ.~~;;;i~~~~~~:-~~S.,;.~-:~ ~f~ ... :~~~i~::;~~:~.~~~~~t:.~~::.:~:~ . ' ~ .. ' .:' .:...._ ..": .• c . ~- •. 
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ICPl Opens 
Two Mor.e 
By Ted-Enik 
You might call Ithaca College Public Theatn:'s 
upcoming (r.ee production of two one-act 
comedies by the Englishman Joe Orton (December. 
13, 14, 15, 8:15 in the Union Crossroads) an 
engagement with·-the perverse and/or obscene. 
Then, of course, you could don the mask of a 
"liberal'·', and say it was a "care-free romp through 
, the imagination of an up and corning, master of 
whimsy"; ( who has henceforth been-really and 
'truly--found hammered to death by his 
homosexual roommate in their London flat.) 
Both -short shows: Erpingham Camp and 
Funeral Games. thumb their British noses at an 
a~dience who will come expecting a udy. 
unruffled evening at "The Theatre". Folks should 
come to these two shows expecting to have their 
religious -beliefs lif any) shaken down to their 
roots, their stomachs gently turned. their sense of 
· Justice booted ·about, a11d a grand lark for an hour 
and a half or so. 
The shows arc funny. Like the Pussy Cat thJt 
gets "pan cak!!d" by a speedy dry dcan111g Lruck. 
Docs that give you an idea of whal to expect? 
!low 'bout dis?: Byrne Wh1tL' gets 
"pocket-booked" in Lhe .. cashew" by Jill Allen. 
. Bob Grindlinger falls through thl' floor of a 
Ballroom. bloodying a pair of mnocent 
Fox-Trotters. Jackie llermann has her .. S_queezc 
Box" played with... Jim Leach and David 
Winograd all hut throttle each other during a 
"discussion" ol the ··Goodness of Our S;Jvio1 ". 
Tempted? _Kip Rosser does the Can-Can 111 his 
boxer shorts. Alexandra Lloyd docs J swell 
imitation of a hysterical air-raid siren. Darby Rowe 
gives a kindly ol' gent his daily enema t .. with ,1 
sour face though"). as a geslllrc_ nl concern ... t WhJ t 
more could he as-?) 8111 Cameron struts his ~luff in 
Tarzan's longjohns_. And llopc Cl1illrng1011. Chris 
Petkanas, Donald Rickenhack. am! Roy llallcr also 
step in it. 
Co-directors Richard Wcsp ,IIHI Ted l'nik haw 
been heard to remark: ··We sure hope folks conil: 
to the show. 'Cause if they don "L. there won 'L he 
anyone to watch the dumb things we got our cast 
to do to each other!" 
GIANT CLUB STEAK SN'IDWICli \.oe> 
~-
.. -~ ni, .. a10IHB aLLAR 
. - ... 
{THE· UNOIIGIOUND 
SPORISWEAI. ocnur ., 
• geared to the studen rs· poc·ketbook 
do,m the· stairs-- COSENTINI'S .·130 E. State 
I 
Open Friday Night~ 'til 9 P.M. 
D"~an'1';lJo-en 
~~tltn11?.1t&Gree11 a 
'BttJNl.-v\JaraeJewilers ~ 
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· Dear Joe1---
c lass 1•1,· ·eds up~:m,n~oj~;·,·rt~t~ea,fyna ;t:~~ Dear Pebbles, _ . Happy 1st Anniversary! May we · you have to go, It's also really a . have many_ more. It's been great so far -1 hope It last, forever. It Is so wonderful to know someone c;ares and Is willing to take the time and 
energy to prove It. I'm so lucky to 
have found you. Thank you for 
everything, past, present and future. 
May our love grow and flourish. Take 
care and stay sane awhile longer, as 
there Is somebody at 1.c. who cares 
too much. 
Dear Jenny-
Co ngra tu I at Ions 
engagement! You"ve got 
Diamond. Best of luck! 
on your 
a beautiful 
Love, 
Leah and Pegs 
Dear Sixth Floor, 
I hope you have very eventful and 
nappy holidays. Please be good over 
vacation and we'll party on In the 
new year. 
Love, 
S.A. 
Dear Occupants of Apt F 32, 
Have a Merry Christmas, full of all 
the right kind of Holiday Spirits. 
Dear Steve, 
Love, 
Leah 
Besides all the fe.!_hcitations of tne 
noiiday season, I want to wish you a 
very Happy Birthday. Remember 
wnat I said last ycar ... 11 still holds. 
Ellen, 
Happy Birthday 
Sa9g1tarian! ! ! 
Love, 
Your Editor 
Fellow 
12·10·50 
4-25-52 
Very 'sorry about many tnings ... 1'11 
try to accept the thongs I cannot 
change ... 
F1lenc's Friend 
Dear Peg-
Have a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. See you when you 
get back. Good luck on your finals. 
A New Friend 
Dear Leah-
Have a Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year. Hope we can get 
together on New Year"s. 
Bob 
To All My Fnends-
At 2:30 1n the morning can't 
think of too much I want to say. But 
iust wanted to know that I'm 
thinking of you all 
Dear Zombie, 
Love, 
Robyn 
I know it's gonna be hard for the 
next 2 weeks, but I'll forgive you. 
Love You anyway 
Critter 
To the Ithacan Staff, 
May you all have a Happy 
Chanukah or Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. Have a good 
vacation and see you all when you 
get back. · J ~ \?, 
shame you didn't show for the staff 
meeting, you might have prevented 
what now must come to pass. T,1e 
check Is NOT enough! 
P.S.Rest in pieces! 
Dear Mike Hunt, 
Love and Kines 
For the Last Time 
Leah 
Dear Robyn-
Love & kisses, 
Bucket Bottom Thanks for the great work this past 
semester. Here's to the new year and 
even better things to come, Happy 
Holidays. I'll be sooo Good .•• l wish I could, 
Your Editor Heh, Get the GESSO over to you 
now. Merry Christmas to you, Lu, 
Meg, Steff, Vic, Case, Adge, and a 
an 'I dog named Hullo Down by the 
School Yard. 
Dear Dan, 
Happy holidays and here's to 
FM show in the new year. 
Love, 
Leah 
Dear Bob, 
Merry Xmas. I know you won't 
have a Happy New Year. I'll be back. 
Luigi 
Dear Paul, 
Amid all tne holiday greetings, I 
don't want to forget to wish you a 
Happy B-Day. So have ~ spirited 
celebration. 
Leah 
Somebody needs You · apply xl 58 . 
applications in Union office. 
Deadline Dec. 6th. 
Volunteer to help at x158 · crisis and 
counseling center • apply at Office of 
Campus Activities in Union. 
>< 158 ,n Rowland Hall 
volunteers. Training 
semester. Applications 
Office. Deadline Dec. 6th. 
(3) needs 
for next 
in Union 
One woman on apt. near C·town. $58 
per month available Dec. 21. Cali 
272-3707; 
Come to hear about Shri Guru 
Maharaj Ji- 16 year old perfect 
master · every Wednesday ni9ht, 7,8, 
Corey Union, Room 208, Cortland 
State College. "I am the source of 
peace on this world. Give me your 
love, and I will give you peace" Shri 
Guru Maharaj Ji. The admission ,s 
free and so is the Knowledge. 
FOR SALE: Yamaha 150 Acoustic 
G uotar very good condition. 6 
months old. New $120, now $80. 
Garrard 40 B Turntable. Good 
shape needs a needle $25. 
one VW Studded Snowtire. Used 
one season $15. 
Firewood For Sale. I have c:ords of 
fire wood for sale at only $18 a cord.· 
You pick up. Cali Dale, 277-3320. 
Jerry R.A. in 202, 
Thank you for the talk we had. It 
was wonderful. 
Love, 
Di 
Randy 
Dear Tex-
It's okay, 1 can wait a while· for 
you to get the· Geno over to 
me ... Walt until you get a new can of 
the stuff. J appreciate tbe thol!gh t 
anyway, I think. Enjoy your 
vacation. 
Love, 
Robyn 
Dear Tom, Bob, Bob, and Paul, 
May you alf have a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Vear. 
And I hope you all pass cost and/or 
Advanced. 
Mallory 
Dear Peg, 
Thanks for the memories. May 
peace and happiness always be with 
you. 
LOVe, 
The ciock Breaker 
P.5. I'll iix it sometime. 
Dear Patty, 
Just a note to wish you the 
holiday's best and to say thanks for 
what you're doing for me next 
. semester. I can't tell you how much I 
appreciate it. 
Dear Jim, 
Love, 
Roomie 
I hope you do well in all your 
courses, and expecially on finals. You 
are a good cook and I do nol- want 
you to flunk out. We will have to try 
for 4.0's next semester. 
Dear Jody • Lynn, 
I loved your poems. They were 
very funny. And your new P.J.'s look 
great. I hope you do well on all your 
exams because I do not want you to 
leave for Southern Connecticut state. 
Bob 
Dear Rolf, 
Thanks for lending me your jacket 
and tie. Good luck on your finals and 
have a Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Year. 
Your Turn 
Dear Luigi, 
Let's. stay off tho wagon over 
Christmas and New Years, huh. It 
was good to see that you got the 
Turback's dinner all straightened out, 
but then I am being a bit premature 
In saying that. Have a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. 
, · Roberto 
Dear Steve Swartz and Fred Raker, 
You are still as tunny 'as ever. It 
was _good of you to d~ the marathon, 
Fred, ste\'e, you ought to come to 
the staff meetings more often. You 
break everybody up. Good luck to 
both of you on your finals and have a 
Joyous holiday and ~acatlon., · 
Bob 
Dear Sue, Cheryl, Lisa, Holly, Sally, 
Cindy, Elissa, Helen, ·Pam, Daniele, 
and Marcy, 
May you all hve a Joyous 
Christmas or Chanukah and New 
Year's. Good luck on all your exams. 
The Flyln!I Dutchman 
Dear Patty-
I Just received a couple of pictures 
of a soccer player In the mall. I'll 
bring them up as soon as possible. 
Good luck on your finals and have a 
Happy Chanukah. 
The Friendly Photographer 
Ken, Abby, Ed, and Heinz, 
Hoped you all like the slides and 
got a laugh out of the new . 
cheerleader, I hear she IS signing up 
next year. Have a Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year. 
Dear Carl, 
Have a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. Have a good trip to 
Tennessee. Always remember the 
funny Jokes in our favorite class. See 
you· next year. 
Jim and Bob 
Dear Sue c., 
Hope you do not get sick 
anymore, especially over vacation. 
Have a .Happy Chanukah and a 
Joyous vacation. 
Jim and Bob 
Dear Peggy, 
"Oh-come on!" Merry Christmas 
to the bes.I dressed lady of 73-74! I'll 
certainly make sure that you have a 
Happy New Year ... Thanks a lot for 
everything in the firsf inning; I 
probably couldn't have done it 
without Her Majesty! 
P.S. ,Friday Nights Forever! 
Love, 
Luigi, 
Dear Susan, Rapid, and Beast I really 
have nothing to say to ya but then 
,again -that's typ~cal. 
Love Va's 
D 
Dear Lar, 
If you can't lick 'em, It doesn't 
necessarily mean you have to Join 
them. Love, 
Pudglcle 
• .. . 
Dear Ed: . 
Please don'f 1ook at a paper o••r. 
Cbrlstmas. I nsplratlon can · be 
. dan11er~us. Have Happy Holldayi, - • 
Ktumpho 
Dear Carol, 
Merry Christmas (even In 
Liverpool). See ya next time round In 
the Happy New Vear. 
Dear Victor, 
Love, 
John 
I hope you enjoy this Holiday 
break as much as you did the last 
one. Happy Hanukah. 
Luigi 
F'FRED· 
Please enjoy the Burger King 
Speclats. Merry Christmas and you 
have no hope for a Happy New Vear. 
Pinball Addict 
8th Floor, W.T. 
Happy Holidays 
6th Floor, Even, E'T' 
Merry Christmas 
Santa Claus 
Dear Future Political Writer, 
Thanks. 
Friend 
Dear Cindy, 
Merry Christmas from one who's 
always a bit merry. 
Dear Robyn, 
Love, 
Lush 
Be good(ha!) over Christmas. I 
heard a rumor from the Rumor 
Reporter that rates are going up next 
semester. Merry Christmas. -. 
Love, 
Klumpho 
Dear Iowa Farmer, 
Take· a day off and celebrate 
Christmas. Hope to see you here In 
this Happy New Year. 
Dear Postol, 
Love, 
Ohio Hick 
I've enjoyed your company this 
semester: Best wishes for a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
By the way, Who DID rape Pooh? 
Luigi 
Dear Leah, 
Thanks for the first semester. What 
more can I say except that ... Thanks. 
Did YOU rape Pooh? 
Dear Nebish, . 
Love·, 
Santa Claus 
Don't experience too much 
Nebishness over Christmas. Happy 
H.anukan (but really Merry 
Christmas). Santa Cla~'s 
~/-~ ;~~-THE BARBER-SHOPP·E 
!~:.., 
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C1assUieds 
Dave-
I'd d_o .. anything for an obscene 
phone call from you. 
Too drunk to Drive 
Peg-
Merry Christmas and may the new 
year bring to you what you truly 
want. 
J.C. 
P.S. I still believe the future Is where 
It's a·t, 
Luigi-
WIii next week's party at 
Turback's end up like the last one • 
stretched out and asleep in someone 
else's bed? And will you have the 
same companion? And I don't mean 
Whlnnie the Pooh. 
J.C. 
Eva-
Glad we met • , Have a Happy 
Birthday January 8. 
Love, 
Tom 
Peg-
Boy yo_u've got great legs. 
To Staff, any, and all, 
Thaks. Have· a happy. 
N. 
Paul 
Steve G-
When It rains It pours, huh? 
Val-
The PIiisbury doughboy will call. 
We'll get you to that cullinery spring 
weekend if It kills us • and it might. 
L-
There's always the Mobil Spring 
Weekend · meet you at the fuel 
pumps. 
Nancy-,-
Give up· wtlat are you, sick? 
The curse of J.S. is upon us all. 
Legs-
You arc wonderful. 
B-
Next time you want to sleep • try a 
bed. 
Mama-
You better be home early Friday 
night or you'll be deported to South 
America. 
EGF{-
He doesn't know what he'd be 
missing ... 
Bessy-
A week to remember. 
ell'll)N 
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Tom-
, Where were you Jn '62? · 
Canandegua Companion 
Andy-
Vou Just don't appreciate good 
ads, poetry, humor. 
21 year old 
Leah anll Peggy-
Have a wonderful vacation and I'll 
see you next year. 
Karen 
Paul-
Just remember • life always kicks 
ya '- but the secret .Is to kick back. 
Happy Holidays. 
J.C. 
Leah-
, Do I put my"Chrlstmas t11rkey In 
at 350 degrees at 3:50 or 400 at 
4:50? 
J.C. 
Ithacan Staff- , 
Merry Christmas, Happy New 
Vear, and enjoy a well deserved 
vacation!!! 
Karen 
Dear Beloved Brother-
Thanks for the dinner Invitations 
during the semester. Vou out did last 
semester by many many weeks. You 
really know how to help a· guy 0111 
when he's down and out! 
- · Your brother! 
Lee, Ken, Robyn, Walt, Ben, and 
Jean-
That goes for you too. 
Karen 
John and Pa111-
1•11 never forgive you for taking my 
keys. 
ex-layout 
To that funny man among funny 
men-
Happy Birthday Steve, and may all 
'your birthday cakes be white. Want 
to go to Ireland tomorrow? 
Redhead 
Joel-
The hunch back and the weird 
woman fit you perfectly. 
Karen 
Moby & Dick- Bob--
Help! We're drowning. Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Lout- Year. Good· luck on those exams. 
Soak'm Remember next semester we'll get 
Misery lov'es ·company - that I.D. no matter what. J.C. 
From the girls who know on the 1 ~t floor. 
Bob and Jim-Dedicated to "N"-
lt's easy to be 
practicing. 
hard We wish you a merr¥ Christmas Keep and a happy New Vear. 
Mark-
Get rid of those cancer slicks now, 
before Its too late ..• Bets. 
WANTED: Time Magazine. August 6, 
1973. Call Mike at x434 or Stu at 
x5BB. 
Friday: 
Guess you· lost a lot of brownie 
points Monday night. 
N. 
Dear Randy & Barbara, 
Welcome Home! The Pack., Will 
Rise Again! 
Jo & Sue 
Dear Randy, Barbara, 
Welcome home sweethearts! 
College Piccolo Loves You. 
R & B-
Que Pasa has gone raggy cause of 
your absence. 
Hall! Hail! The gang's ~II here. 
Welcome Beezer and Teitz. 
The Magnificent Seven puts all of us 
in 7th Heaven. 
Welcome to IC Barb and Randy. WE 
missed you more than you thmk. 
Meet us anyday for a drmk! 
Mand J 
Mark Celmer; 
Hope you get the sleeves for your 
green sweater for Christmas. 
Paul 
. Ride Urgently needed to Maplewood, 
N.J. or vicinity Thursday mte or 
Friday before vacation. Will Share 
gas, expenses and conversation. Call 
x601, An-dy. 
Karen 
Sue-
Happy Chanukah and new year. 
Good luck neKt semester. 
Jim 
Bob, 
Tis the Christmas Season but 
, remember once a day keeps the coat 
hanger away. 
J.C. 
Leah-
What a semester · Thanks fo~ 
everything. 
J.C. 
To the Ithacan Staff-
What fun we've had this semester. 
Just think of the fun next semester! 
Happy Holiday. 
Jom 
Bob-
Thanks for everything. It's been a 
very unusual semester . but a very 
rewarding one. 
J.C. 
Robyn-
Happy New Vear and watch out 
for flying cheese sandwiches. 
The Cheese Sandwich Thower 
Dear Tom, 
I mass your face. 
Room IC 
Dear Gail "Putt, Putt"-
1, .. Putt" enjoy you and your car 
"putt, Putt, varroom" very much. 
Keep up the good work! 
Tex 
Need some extra money? Sell subs on 
the IC Campus for 1 ·2 hours on 
nights of your choice. Good pay. Call 
Bob at x793 or 273·9748. 
1he C~ristmas Col,(.p( e 
/ 
Ride Needed to Penn State 
University (University Park) Friday 
Dec. 14th and back Sun. or Mon. 
December 16 or 17. Will share 
expenses. Call Betsy at x632 or 
273-9754. 
Ride Needed to Long Island 
December 19th and back January 13. 
Please call Betsy at x632 or 
273-9754. 
Audrey-
Have a Happy Birthday! 
B.T. and R.S. 
L-
Find yourself a Mexican hairless. 
B. 
N-
I t's better to be safe than 
sorry ... Now you're safe and sorry, 
To the Divine Miss B, 
Your dancing 1s good. Practice up 
and maybe you could go on to,ur. 
Have a Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Vear. 
The Flying Dutchman 
Dear 6th Floor, East Tower, 
What happened to your diet 
program? Have a Joyous food and 
hquor intake. 
The Flying Dutchman 
Dear Carolyn, 
Things have been really great for 
us this year. Let's keep 11 that way 
always. 
P.S. Are you crabby today? 
Joanne. 
Love, 
D 
Why ,s 11 that everyt1me I have 
something exc1t1ng to tell you you're 
never around? 
Dear BG-
Love, 
Your Room1e 
Thanks for the semester of really 
fine work. If you're not domg 
anything after graduation, someone 
has lo cover Student Congress 
meetlngs ... M,ss ya! 
With Love, 
The News Editor 
1hey'(l e>Cekatage warm gif+s, this gear! 
GiJts of sportswear .•. for men and women. _Tpat's· what you'll find in 
profusion at.Ithaca's remarkable shop called The Country Couple. (Tnat's 
what it's called the 6ther eleve~ months of the year, anyway!) 
Come browse and see ou·r warm co1lections of sweaters, jackets, pants 
and turtlenecks. We'll help you choose the right color c~mbinations ... 
and the logical size. And if, somehow1 the size or color is wrong,· your gifts from The Christmas Couple are very exc~ngeable, right after 
the holiday. 
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.. ·s_core ··in~--fue' secmid"'overtime;-- ,. : .- ... ,.: ·.,out,o{ t}le-adnurusµ-atton." :·· -
With 3:20 left, Jones" dumped in . ~':'fe~r h':19ha.nd' !0 hn! haf · .·- -- Surprisingly, -ther~ .:was::very 
two to make t.he score 7M'2. - , .. TJJ(ed rea~ons. Havm~.given ~~ - · ; little student· demand ''to''Jcnow 
The Bombers successfully froze _no. prelllous- though!.·, _when what faculty - or administration . . 
BOMBERS W.JN-- the ball for almost two minutes· quened, ~e w~ not_ sure_ if it was, -. · were- receiving. The students a good idea, feelmg 1t might - -· d- 1 ·d · h f th when Tom Rohn -was fouled. ~e : · b d ill ill .. 1 d , k - questione __ eane muc ur er - missed the · free throw ht.if ree · -w • · on t. no! towards_ confiqentiality than the 
- . 
IN DOUBLE O.T. 
Hobart failed to regain - w~t_good 1,ould be ~c~eved, · faculty: did, towards disclosure. 
he said. u, - . Phil' ti J hns possession. After - sitting out Fat Cats math maJor · P · o _ on 
_most of the game; Bill Folkins, Garry Thomas~ an Ass~tant general und~r~1ua-~~en~ent 
leading scorer in the Boniber~s Professor in Anthropology, when_ he said, I don t think ,1 
·-- fust 'two games, was fouled and ra is-ed the question of ..have any re~son to ~now. I don t By Lee AuerbachJ 
10-minute mark. The Bombers 
fought back with a basket by 
Bruce Jones, freshman star who 
totaled 17 points for the 
evening, pulling the Ithacans 
within 3 points at 63-66 with 
· hit 2 for 2 from the charity administrative improprieties. see why the students "!ould have 
stripe, to give. J.C. a 76-72 "The administration is to know". -The Ithaca College Bombers 
captured their first victory of 
the season Wednesday night, 
beating the Statesmen of Hobart 
77-76 in a double-overtime 
contest. It was the first. home 
basketball game, and fans 
advantage with 49 seconds increasing at a fast rate," and he The resolution. n?w p_roceeds 
remaining. At the 17 mark, ·contended "There lias been a - on to the .adm1mstratlon for 
Folkins was fouled by McJ.,aurin widespread feeling that · the . whatever action is\ to be ta~e.n 
and made l for 2 to increase the administration receives mu.ch on the Faculty Councils 
I :20 left in regulation play. With 
37 seconds. remaining, I.C.'s _ 
Charley Johnson scored and was 
fouled in the process. He 
completed the three-point pla_y 
to deadlock the score at 66 all. 
Hobart froze the ball but was 
unsuccessful. at a game winning 
shot attempt, necessitating a fi-ve 
minute overtime period." 
point spread to 5 points. targer salaries than faculty with . "strong" recomm~dati~n: 
McLaurin retaliated with a 
· witnessed an exciting game 
which new head coach Darryl 
Lehn us called " ... the toughest 
game I ever coached." 
fast bucket but even a 
last-second basket by Hobart's 
Art Rhodes failed to save the 
game for the Statesmen. 
Ho~art's McLaurin had the 
game high of 24 points,---Beswick 
and Milbrand contributed 12 
apiece for the Statesmen. 
lt appeared grim for the 
Bombers when the Statesmen 
went ahead I 0-4, after l.C. had ~ 
taken an early lead. Utilizing a 
defensive change, the Bombers 
gained consistently and tied the 
score 18-18 with 8:20 left in the 
first half. With 5 :44 remaining; 
the I.C. -cagers led 22-20 and 
held the two-point margin to a 
30-28 score as the period ended. 
I.C.'s Bruce Jones controlled 
the tap, but Jim Mclaurin of 
Hobart stole the ball for a quic)< 
layup. Tom Rohn ' c_:ountered 
with a basket for I.C. Mclaurin 
then netted 2 quick hoops to 
The weave utilized several • 
times by tjr-e Bombers 
exemplified t~e team unity 
displayed in the game. After the 
contest Coach Lehnus 
commented, "It's a team effort. 
When we win, we win as a team. 
When we lose, we lose as a 
team ... We got some super efforts 
The first half was dominated 
by outside scoring by both 
teams; The lthacans were unable 
to penetrate because of Hobart's 
overpowering height advantage. 
In the second half, the 
Bombers scored 2 quick baskets 
to lead Hobart 34-28. However,. 
by the 13 :40 mark, the score 
was tied at 40 apiece. Dan 
Mil brand~ who tossed in I 0 
points during the second half, 
knotted the score once more at 
42-42 with 12:50 left in the 
final period. The Statesmen 
quickly pulled in front and Jed 
the Bombers 50-42 at the 
score all of Hobart's 
first-overtime points. Greg Allen, 
6'3" sophomore, tossed in two 
points to narrow Hobart's lead 
to 72-70 with I :35 left. After a 
Statesmen time-out, Jerry Boyes 
scored a layup for the Bombers 
to tie it up at 72°72. J.C. quickly 
regained control of the ball and 
stalled until Allen missed a 
crucial comer shot with 4 
seconds remafning. Johnson, in 
an attempt_ to recover the ball, 
fouled Hobart's Tom Fallows, 
who, with :03 on the clock, 
missed on. a I and l foul 
situation, sending the game into 
out of some kids who hadn't 
played much." Lehnus was 
referring to. the brilliant efforts' 
of freshmen Bruce Jones, Jim 
Duell, and sophomore Tom 
Rohn. 
When asked about the 
forthcoming schedule L~hnus 
added, "We've got our hands full 
ev,ery game we play.'' 
The Bombers will host the , .. 
- Oneonta Red Dragons on Friday · 
at 8 p.m. in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium. ·· 
sports cornn1ent 
Casjers Need Togethern.ess 
By Mark Brezinski 
I found myself in the beautiful new Cortland 
• gymnasium Friday night, curious as to how new 
Varsity head coach Daryll Lehnus had molded his _ 
team. It was the Bombers first basketball game this 
season and with a new head coach at the helm it 
promised to be an interesting game. Coach Lehnus 
came to l.C. with hopes of changing the stagnant 
basketball atmosphere here. In past seasons the 
Bombers have had some fine talent but despite 
their winning records, one had the feeling that not 
all the potential was being brought out. Enter 
Coach Lehnus. Objective: utilize that potential 
into a winnirrg attitude at Ithaca College. 
Unfortunately this does not happen overnight. 
But anyone who follows sports is aware that it 
takes time; time for- the players to get used to the 
coach, time for the coach to get used to the 
players, and most importantly, time for the 
players to get used to thi,: players. The Cortland 
game was a prnne example· of the latter. As one 
who has played many years of organized 
basketball, I can honestly say tha-t the game Friday 
night showed a lack of the players "knowing" each 
others' styles. Contrasted to that was Cortland, 
-·, 
whose-- Dragons' executed plays,' fast breaking and 
defense were the signs of team togetherness:-· , 
Watching the game, one could not help but 
notice the amount of substitution (including '-all' 
but 2 players) the--Bombers used. This ·is clearly 
the coach's decision. Some reasons for substitution 
are the desire to always have' a ''fresh" team to run 
at your oppone11t; resting' players when needed, 
and trying 'to find a group of five players that 
click. -- However, substitution is best when the : 
players can all pla-y together. The substitution in 
the Ithaca-Cortland· game backfired. Passes ~ent 
astray, too often it was an individual effort that 
Jed to a score for the Bombers, and confusion set 
in as quickly as r-,igamortis. 
Ho:,vever, it is stilJ impossible to make 
predictions from · one· game: There is talent 
tiptoeing around' in Ben .Light Gymnasium and -
Coach Lehnus will be there trying to turn that . 
talenfinto a team. 
By the way, good to see 'you at the game, Dave 
Lord. Supporf has no bounds! 
P.S. Did anyone at the game notice the absence 
of big number 32 John McCarthy? John, wherever 
you are, ·you left big sneakers to fill! · 
. ' ' . -
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SEMESTER· BREAK 
·WEEKEND 
. -
CHRISTMAS 
VACATION' 
Us me,ms _G1uyl1ound. dnd c1 Jot of your fellow stud~rits · 
who are already on to a good thrng You leave when you 
lrke Travei comfortably Ar~rve refreshed and'on trme 
You'll save money. too. over the increased standby arr 
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SPLASHING 
WIN ,FO~ 
SWIMMERS 
By Dave Rives 
Following an opening loss to· 
an always tough Oneonta squad, 
!C's swimmers rebounded by 
taking one from SUNY 
Binghamton to even its record at 
1-1. 
The lthacans won five events 
plus the opening 400 yard 
Medley Relay en route to their 
initial 1973-74 swim season 
victory before a sizable home 
pool crowd. 
The 400 Yard Medley Relay 
team of Jeff Schneiderman, 
Mark Laff, Pete Dodge, and 
ancllorman,Kevin Van Remmen 
finished well ahead of the 
Binghamton relay team to open 
the IC scoring. Two events later 
freshman Steve Walters captured 
his first IC victory by nosing out 
a Binghamton swimmer in the 
200 free. Diver Scott Handler 
put together a record 
performance on the one-meter 
board for a victory, eclipsing the 
old one meter diving standard 
held by Conrad Markert, who 
a massed 222.60 points last 
February 6 at home vs. Hobart. 
Handler totaled 243.45 for his 
six dives. 
Jim St:1hl followed with a win 
in the 200 Fly, continuing to 
add points to his all time scoring 
record set early last year. 
Schneiderman took the 200 
Back, and Laff easily took the 
200 Breast. 
Othec Bomber point scorers 
for the night were Stahl with a 
second in the I 000 Free; IC 
sprinter Bruce Gillies with 
seconds in the 50 and 100 Free; 
Schneiderman with a second in 
the 200 I.M.; distance man Steve 
Dan~la_ with a second m the 500 
Free and a third in the 1000 
Free; Dave Sherma·n with a third 
in the 200 Back; Tom Reifsteck 
with a pairr of thirds in the 200 
and 500 Free. Steve Kunkel and 
Pete Dodge each added thirds in 
the 200 Breast and the 200 I .M. 
respectively. Diver Hand fer also 
placed second in the three meter 
diving, backed up by Judd 
Wozencraft who placed third in 
both the one and three meter 
events. 
Oneonta 
Only Jim Stahl and Handler 
broke the ice for individual wins 
versus Oneonta here last Friday. 
Stahl continued his stririg of 
victories in the :WO I.M., which 
str~tchej back to the 1971-72 
season. Handler set both a pool 
and Varsity record in the one 
meter optional diving, scoring 
21 S points for five dives. 
Other stand out performances 
for the night were turned in by 
5illies with second's in the SO 
and 100 Free. Walters took a 
second in the 200 Free and- a 
third in the I 00 Free. Handler 
placed second in the one meter 
required dive, and Laff placed 
second in the 200 Bre~t. The 
µrst .two meets have seen some 
individual· improvement among 
various s..Jimmers, and things for-
the most part are looking up. 
""The guys are coming along," 
remarked Varsity Coach Bill 
Ware,. "If we can have everyone 
.healthy, we'll do all right." 
·- Right now, Ware is 
concentrating heavily on Alfred, 
a team only in their seco~d year 
of : varsity competition, but 
_· extremely tough just the same. 
· '-'It's goil'lg· to be a cl_ose one." 
_-said Ware. 
By Peter Coseo 
The varsity hockey team will· 
be working for its first win of 
the young season as it hosts 
Oswego State this Saturday. 
Faceoff time is scheduled for 
2:JO at Cornell's Lynch Rink. 
The Bombers dropped their 
opening games on the road to 
Oswego 84 and Army 6-5 in an 
overtime battle. 
A late rally didn't overcome . 
Oswego's lead in last Saturday's 
game, despite a three goal 
performance by Bob Driscoll. 
Bobby has scored five goals in 
his first two games. He is skating 
his way to improving his last-
season when he was the lead 
scorer and most valuable pla)'er. 
Against Army, the Ithacan's 
took an early 2-0 lead. fell. 
behind in the second, and led 
Ice:ts ,attle 
Try _for 
5-4 with a minute left in 
regulation time. Army's George 
Clarke evened the score and sent 
the match into overtime. The 
Cadets pumped in the winner at 
6:07 while the lthacan's were 
trying to kill their second 
penalty of the period. 
Starting in Saturday's game 
will be goalie John Mourachin, a 
junior transfer from St. 
Catherines, Ontario. 
Ithaca's scoring punch will be 
provided mostly by its first two 
Imes of Driscoll centering Dave 
Parks and Joe Campo. and Tom 
MIAA Ne~s 
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Oswego 
Win 
Villa centering Don Young and 
freshman Mel Kepmg. 
Denms Egan, who co-captains 
along with Villa and Dnscoll. 
will have to sit out the Oswego 
game. He was eJected for a battit' 
in the Ar:,.y tilt. 
Spikers Finish 
Season Fifth 
By A.J. 
At the recent NYSAIAW 
Volleyball Tournament. which 
was held at Geneseo. the Lady 
, lthacans fimshed a strong fifth 
in the state. In order to advance 
to the quarterfinals of the 
tournament Ithaca heJt 
Herkimer Commun1t y College. 
as evidenced by the finJI scores 
of 15-12, 5-15. 15-<1. Ithaca then 
faced Brooklyn College and was 
beaten 15-9, I 5-6. Before facing 
Brooklyn, however, Ithaca was 
beaten by the eventual 
tournament winner. Brockport, 
by the scores of I 5-4. I 5-7. 
The Lady lthacam were led 
into the tournament by 
sophomore captain Diane Alleva 
Other starter~ included Din 1 
McCurry, Coral Quinones. Joni 
Pluzdrak. Sue Schneider. and 
Jody Wolf Ahly backing up 
these girls were Renee Bard 111. 
Joann Lafond. Karl'n Hutton, 
Mary Pugh. Pat l'ers1co, Mary 
Boles. Jolene 1-!emmrnger. Jody 
Shapiro. and Mane Varna. The 
kJm wJs m,.111.iged by Nancy 
Kelly Jnd rnad1ed bv Mi~s Sara 
Rich. -
The season·, record of 9-3 1s 
1nd1cat1ve of thc ,kill. ~pint. ,1nd 
desire Whll:h thl' I '17 3 lthac;1 
Collcgc Women·, Var~1ty 
Volleyball Tcam both po,sl'~,ed 
and displayed throughout lhl' 
L'lll1re sca~on 
Basketball Team ........... . . . W L 
. 6 I 
. . 5 
2 Squared . . . . 
Bogart Acres ... 
Retards 
3 3 Savage~ • I t, 
The winter basketball 
program of the MIAA will 
reorganize over the Christmas 
Holid'ays. Teams will be 
realigned. Any new team seeking 
to join the league should get its 
team roster in to the MIAA 
office completed by December 
I 4. - The roster forms are 
available in the MIAA office. 
Ruby's . . . . . ...... . 
Poor Boys . . . . . . . .. 
OKA ..... . 
ALS .............. . 
Bn11ns 
Farm St. I . . . . . . . . 
5 ., 
.. 5 2 
4 2 
, s 
(, Bad Mothers ........... I 
Red Division 
Magicians . . . . . . . . . . . . (l 0 
Varnivilk .............. 5 I 
Excitement Unlimited .... 3 3 
Spiders ........ _ ....... 3 3 
Porker, 
(;rapes 
Devils .. 
White Division 
ream ....... . 
ALS II ... . 
1 
-+ 
-
5 
(, 
:'i 
. s 1 
.. s , 
) 2 
Farm St 11 . . ........ 3 -+ 
, Qumts . . 1 5 
1'1 L1111d..1 Cl11 
Blue Division 
Dirty Dnh·n 
K111cb 
(;utter Kah 
Lil Center 
Seagram, 
Woodst,Kk 
I urks 
Introducing Mr. Boston Sombrero. 
Th.e anti-establishment coffee break. 
There's nothing nine to five about Sombrero. 
Because Sombrero is anything but a doughnut's sidekick. 
It's the incr'edibly delicious ·cocktail oC-milk and 
coffee flavored brandy (flavored ~ith no less than four 
varieties of imported coffee). Just pour Sombrero 
chilled and wake up your bored, neglected tastebuds. 
Wake up your sense of humor. And tuck away the 
establishment ... at least until tomorrow. 
Sombrero. Just one of the 128 fine liquors from 
Old ;\ lr. Boston. 
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-.the meet starts at seven p.m. ; 
this Saturday at the IC pool. 
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